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Quantification of the effect of architecture in the surface segregation of polymer blends is of
extreme importance in the area of adhesion, friction, and wetting. In the area of biomaterials, the
near-surface composition controls the binding affinity of proteins, as well as focal and bacterial ad-
hesion. For blends of linear and cyclic polymers, results from recent experiments using polystyrene
polymers provided evidence on the enrichment of linear chains at the surface, contradicting the
once accepted conclusion from theory that cyclic polymers should be in excess at the surface inde-
pendently of molecular weight of the polymers. In order to resolve this discrepancy between theory
and experiment, we have used extensive molecular dynamics simulations to systematically examine
the surface segregation behavior of a coarse-grained model for a blend of linear and cyclic polymer
chains possessing the same monomer chemistry. We have investigated the role of enthalpic and
entropic factors in determining which of the two chain architectures enrich the surface at a given
molecular weight. The findings of the present research are significant and prompted us to submit
a preliminary report of our investigation to the renowned journal Physical Review Letters, where
our results may find a proper venue and attract the broad interest of researchers working in the
area of surface science, biomaterials, and surface chemistry.
A number of experiments were conducted in the fabrication and characterization of thin film
organic solar cells with the view to understand the relation between device performance and the
homogeneity of the blend in the photoactive medium. We employed solvent additive in an effort
to improve the miscibility of P3HT and PCBM molecules. We have chosen highly effective addi-
tive solvents such as 1; 8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1-chloronaphthalene (CN) and dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) in the preparation of P3HT:PCBM active layer. The addition of these solvent additives
is expected to create better crystalline domains of the polymer films, and hence, improve the
nanoscale morphology of the active layer as well as the charge transport properties in organic thin
film medium. The effect of these solvent additives was thoroughly examined and discussed in terms
of optical, electrical and structural properties of the polymer blend.
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1.1 Rationale for Research
One of the biggest challenges facing developing/developed countries is the society’s growing demand
for energy from renewable, sustainable and non-polluting sources. In fact, industrial development
and population growth are the main factors which call for a decreasing dependency on fossil
fuels, and a progressive phasing out of the use of them at least ten to twenty years before the
peak oil is reached, according to the Hirsch report created on request by the US Department
of Energy in 2005 [1]. The imperative of looking for alternative energy sources, as dictated by
the rapidly approaching energy shortfall, has boosted research in solar cells. Solar power based
on crystalline Silicon technology is not economically competitive with fossil fuels. Therefore, the
search for cheaper renewable sources of energy has motivated organic electronics research based
on conducting polymers, which have been intensively investigated in the last few years because
of the relatively abundant and inexpensive materials needed and the low manufacturing costs [2].
However, the fast degradation of the organic molecule under ambient environmental conditions is
a major challenge slowing the realization of organic photovoltaics in the energy market. Moreover,
a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 10% or more is regarded as an important threshold for
practical implementation and large-scale commercial usage of polymer solar cells. Theoretical
predictions suggest that the power conversion efficiency of organic thin film solar cells (OTFSC)
solar cells can rise as high as 15% [3]. So far, most of the best performing organic photovoltaic cells
were fabricated using the bulk heterojunction active layer [3]. This design consists of a photoactive
layer realized by blending electron-donor polymers with electron-acceptor ones, as for instance
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), that is a semiconductor conjugated polymer acting as a electron-
donor material, and a small-nanoparticle compound named phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester
(PCBM) that is an electron-acceptor polymer which is introduced to make the dissociations of
the excitons more effective. The P3HT polymer chain is made up of monomers consisting of a
thiophene ring and the lateral chain of two methyl groups. The thiophene ring consists of carbon,
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hydrogen and sulphur atoms. The PCBM is the modification of C60 (which resembles a soccer
ball) with an additional molecular group attached to two carbons of the fullerene cage. The
function of this additional molecular group is to make the molecule soluble in organic solvents.
A schematic illustration of the two molecules can be seen in figure 1.1. Photoexcitation in an
organic semiconductor does not result in free charges, but in the formation of an exciton (bound
electron-hole pair). Then, dissociation of the exciton at the interface of the two polymers domains
generates charges contributing to conduction. Despite it was suggested that nearly 80% external
quantum efficiency can be achieved in conjugated polymers active layers[4], the power conversion
efficiency of the devices still remain below 10%. Reason for that is related to the exciton diffusion
Figure 1.1: Chemical structures of P3HT monomers and PCBM molecules.
length at room temperature, which is of the order of 5-10 nm whereas the typical layer thickness is
< 200 nm. Then, the only possibility for the excitons to contribute to conduction by dissociation is
that donor and acceptor materials are mixed together to form the bicontinuous network called bulk
heterojunction (BHJ), otherwise the exciton will not reach the interface between the two polymers
and will not dissociate. Ideally, the generated excitons are distant from the donor-acceptor interface
less than a diffusion length. This can be achieved by creating an homogeneous blend of the two
materials, where the interface-to-volume ratio is maximized. Then, it appears evident that whereas
the excitons generated close to the electrodes (within the average diffusion exciton length) clearly
contribute to conduction, the ones generated far from the eletrodes can contribute to conduction
only if a percolating path of the two polymers exists from the cathode to the anode. Then, low
power conversion efficiencies are due to the fact that the photogenerated charge carriers are not
collected by the electrodes because of the short diffusion length of the excitons and of recombination
processes preventing them from reaching the electrodes [5]. However, the optimal morphology
conditions of the blend, which are able to enhance the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the solar
cell remain elusive, also due to the difficulty to observe the molecular-scale structure of the blend by
using standard experimental techniques as X-ray diffraction [6, 7], atomic force microscopy [8, 9],
optical spectroscopy [7], and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy [10]. A basic
understanding of the structural of arrangement of molecules in OTFSC is crucial to continuously
enhance the efficiency of solar energy harvesting. But, our knowledge of these properties is limited
due to lack of a clear, microscopic understanding of the behaviour of these materials.
A more general problem, whose interest goes beyond semiconductor conjugated polymers is the
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fundamental understanding of the role of the polymer molecular topology on surface adsorption.
This type of research is typically conducted by mixing two polymers having the same repeat-
chemistry but different chain architecture, so that surface enrichment occurs by virtue of archi-
tectural differences. For instance, in OTFSC polymers blends, one of the polymers possesses an
elongated shape (e.g. P3HT), and the other one is a nanoparticle with a more compact shape (e.g.
PCBM). The surface is generated by the presence of the electrode. The role of polymer topology
in determining polymer percolation starting from the surface is not properly understood, as well
as the polymer blend structure near the electrode. Another important feature to improve the
photovoltaic conversion efficiency in bulk heterojunction OTFSC, as it is emerging from the dis-
cussion reported above, is the formation of an interpenetrating network of electron donor/acceptor
domains compatible with the exciton diffusion length, and ensuring the percolation path in order
to facilitate the charge transfer.
The interest in studying coarse-grained models of topologically-different polymer blends is also
due to the fact that self-organization and rheology of polymer blends at the interface are of both
fundamental and industrial interest [11, 12, 13], and the topology of polymers is expected to
strongly influence the dynamical properties of the system, especially when the packing fraction
is high. A number of studies analyzed the way the different repeat chemistry of chains affects
polymer diffusion [11, 14, 15, 16, 17], however, the role of chain architecture and molecular mass in
determining the species that preferentially adsorbs at the interface is not yet well understood. The
interest in these investigations is also related to the possibility to control surface segregation of
materials with polymers of chosen topology [12]. Experiments to resolve the matter are typically
conducted by mixing up polymers possessing the same repeat chemistry, and different molecular
architecture, e.g. branched or ring and linear polymers [18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
Besides, highlighting the role of molecular architecture and the entropy in determining surface
behaviour in polymer blends, the study of polymers with different chain topology is also relevant
for biological systems [23, 24].
1.2 Aims and Objectives
By the computational side, our aim will be to understand the effect of polymer topology in deter-
mining surface enrichment in a blend of two polymers, when the system is forced to generate an
interface. We will consider a basic model capturing the most essential differences between polymers
with an elongated and compact shape, i.e. a binary mixture of linear-cyclic polymers. We will
adopt a versatile model, whose results can be easily extrapolated to experimental systems, namely
the bead-spring model by Kremer and Grest [25, 26]. Then, we will perform extensive molecular
dynamics computer simulations of this model at different compositions and by varying the molec-
ular mass of the polymers. Our objective will be to correlate a number of dynamic and structural
properties of the system to the chain length adopted for the polymers, including structural (density
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and composition distribution, radii of gyration, percolation), thermodynamic (energy distribution)
and dynamical properties (diffusion).
By the experimental research point of view, we will focus on polymer-fullerene BHJ solar
cells which contain blends of P3HT and PCBM. Since the performance of these devices is critically
dependent on the morphology of the donor and acceptor blend active layer, our aim in this study is
to generate different types of morphologies in the P3HT:PCBM active layer by exploiting different
processing solvent additives. These additives possess different boiling points, i.e. we used 1, 8-
diiodooctane (DIO), 1-chloronaphthalene (CN), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), whose boiling
points are respectively, 168◦C, 250◦C and 189◦C. Since we used as a reference solvent chloroform
(CF) and the boiling point of these additives are higher than that of CF (61.2◦C). The devices are
expected to increase the nanoscale phase separation in the blend. Our objective will be the one
of studying the mechanisms and the effectiveness of the device stability under these conditions.
The connection between the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the device and the different
nanomorphologies induced by the additives will also be investigated, as well as the transport
properties of the device.
1.3 Overview
As for the computational part of the thesis, we firstly achieved a clear understanding of the time-
scales involved in the equilibration of bead-spring models of linear-cyclic polymer blends by per-
forming molecular dynamics studies of the system. The results of this preliminary investigation are
reported in the next Chapter (Chapter 3), and were particularly useful in order to further investi-
gate the system in depth, and collect information about the relevant bulk and interface properties
of it. At the same time, we could observe some expected and peculiar structural features as emerg-
ing from those calculations, as for instance, the higher flexibility of linear chains as compared to
cyclic ones. That was particularly evident in the higher values assumed by the radius of gyration
of linear polymers, and also by the higher dispersivity of this quantity. In this first part of the
computational study we also considered two different types of interfaces and we generated the
systems accordingly: a flat wall-blend and an empty space-blend ones.
Then, in Chapter 4 we focused on vacuum-blend interfaces and we initially considered the
low-cyclic composition regime in order to find the signature of any linear polymer preferential
enrichment at the interface. The motivation of this research was to confirm some experimental
evidence reported in the literature for polysterene polymer blends that linear chains are preferen-
tially adsorbed at the interface, unlike the theoretical prediction based on a Gaussian Field Theory
that cyclic chains should be enhanced regardless of the molecular mass of polymers. Our numer-
ical results for both the polymer density and composition profiles as a function of the distance
from the interface provided unambiguous evidence of linear chain enrichment at the interface when
short chains (degree of polymerization below 20 beads per polymer) were used, and of cyclic chain
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enrichment when the case of long chains was considered (degree of polymerization above 50 beads
per polymer). Our subsequent analysis of the microscopic origins of this behaviour was able to
explain it in terms of the competition between the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free
energy of the system. We observed a collapse of the effective sizes of the two polymer species as
measured by their radius of gyration, when the interface was approached. This was a clear evidence
of loss of conformational entropy, that was more marked for the linear chains when the case of long
chains was considered. We also monitored the location of chain-ends of linear polymers, and we
could detect that they always get preferentially exposed to the empty space. This feature provided
evidence that linear chains have an entropic advantage in getting enriched at the interface since
it was reported in the scientific literature that this configuration of the system originates some
surface potentials of entropic origin. The energy of the two polymer species close to the interface
indicated that in the case of short chains, cyclic chains are less favoured energetically to reach the
interface because of the topological constraint of the loop geometry. The analysis of the percolation
of the two polymer species starting from the interface showed that cyclic chains are on the average
percolating through a smaller distance into the bulk of the material than the linear chains. Finally
the study of the diffusion of the two polymer species provided evidence of a dramatic drop of the
mobility of the two species when the interface is approached, with a tendency of cyclic chains to
slightly increase their diffusion coefficient with respect to the bulk value when the distance to the
interface is decreased.
In summary, in the small chain case the fact that cyclic polymers are way less flexible than
linear polymers at small degrees of polymerization makes them pack less efficiently and achieve a
less than optimal number of pair interactions among their beads. This evidence shed new light
on the severe constraint imposed on the flexibility of cyclic polymers by the loop topology when
their chain length is small. Then, linear polymers could achieve a lower interfacial free energy than
cyclic polymers because they minimize their surface energy more than cyclic chains, while at the
same time maximizing their entropy by exposing their chain-ends to the surface. In this scenario,
linear enhancement at the interface at short chain lengths is the result of an entropy-mediated
process, where also the enthalpy is playing an important role. In the long chain case, we noted
that the total energy per bead of the two polymer species becomes now very similar regardless of
the distance from the interface, which demonstrates that when chain length is long enough, the
loop constraint becomes less important in undermining the flexibility of polymer chains. Cyclic
polymers in the long chains case are then likely to achieve a lower interfacial free energy than
linear polymers because they possess an higher conformational entropy, while their surface energy
is not that different than the one of linear chains. This evidence explains cyclic enhancement at
long chain lenghts as a genuine entropic process, driven once again by the loop geometry which
prevents cyclic chains to fold at the interface as efficiently as linear chains.
When we considered the case of the equimolar mixture (50% − 50% linear-cyclic blend), we
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could confirm the main findings emerging from the study of the lower cyclic composition. However,
the analysis of the energy of the two polymer species as a function of the distance from the interface
was particularly useful in this regime. In fact, the absence of any bias originated by a disproportion
of one of the two polymer species allowed us to genuinely provide some neat conclusions about the
way the different geometry of the two polymers affects their interfacial energy.
As for the experimental part of this thesis, we investigate P3HT:PCBM OTFSC processed with
and without processing solvent additives with different boiling points. This was done in order to
optimize the nanomorphology of the OTFSC active layer by creating different morphologies and
study the segregation of the films at the surface. The blend without additive was dissolved in
chloroform (CF), a host solvent where P3HT and PCBM are both soluble. As processing sol-
vent additives, we used 1, 8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1-chloronaphthalene (CN) and dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). We expect the addition of these solvent addittives to create better ordering domains
of polymer film. The nanoscale morphology of the active layer and the charge transport prop-
erties of the blend film, play an important role in determining the performance of the OTFSC.
This important issues should be aimed for the improvement of the performance. In this chapter,
we investigate processing solvent additives effect on the OTFSC blend by examining the optical,





This chapter first gives a bref overview on the literature relevant to get an insight on coarse-grained
models of polymer blends. Initialy we will consider some models which have been recently adopted
to preserve the characteristics of the polymer blends typically found in the BHJ layer. Then, we
will focus more on the problem of surface segregation and we will look at the different factors
influencing surface segregation of one of the two species when polymer topology is used as a way
to achieve this effect. Finally, the past research relevant to understanding of OTFSC technology,
the introduction of important details about the history of OTFSC technology, and strategies to
improve the performance is reviewed.
2.1 Computational models for topologically-different poly-
mer blends
Over a long period of time, the conformational and dynamic properties of both linear and cyclic
polymers have created appreciable interest in polymer science due to their topological constraints:
lack of chain-ends has a dramatic impact on many physical properties, such as diffusion and the
radius of gyration, to name just but a few. Most experimental studies have taken care of the dilute
solution behavior of linear and nonlinear polymers [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32], and also some theoretical
and computational work has been carried out in the bulk and at the surface [33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Similarly, much attention has been paid to the understanding of the effect of structure of cyclic
topology in the melt. In their study, Cates and Deutsch [38] suggested that the rings are nearly
Gaussian in the short chain regime, while for longer chains the non-connected rings dominate the
conformational statistics. These properties are related to the power law the square of the radius
of gyration scales with the chain length. In fact, they found that the exponent in the mean-square
radius of gyration, 〈R2g〉 ∼ N2ν , should be greater 1/3 but less than 1/2 (A Gaussian chain possesses
an exponent equal to one). In the long chain regime of the rings, a value of 〈R2g〉 ∼ N2/3 has been
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reported [14]. It turned out that the general scaling of the ring polymer sizes mostly depends on the
simulation models [39], which stimulated many theoreticians to look deeper in this issue for better
understanding these scaling properties. Another interesting point, from the literature focused on
the effect of the topological constraint imposed by a ring, is that a modified Flory argument also
replicated the asymptotic behavior of the ring size and the crossover behavior between an ideal
and a compact polymer statistics[40, 41]. In these studies, topological constraints impose some
specific, effective excluded volume interactions on the system. It is also fascinating that a simulation
snapshot of ring polymers in a melt allows one to recall the image of segregated chromosomes in
a nucleus. Motivated by the above studies, showing knot-free, unentangled conformations similar
to the interphase chromosome structures, the study of the physics of rings in a melt has recently
come into the spotlight. The general conclusion is that the conformation of rings in the melt differs
significantly from that in the solution, as a result of topological constraints active in concentrated
systems but not in the dilute solution. In addition to all the studies about the conformational
and dynamical properties of the linear and nonlinear polymers blends, it has also been noted that
their surface behavior have generated considerable interest in many practical applications such as
adhesion, lubrication, and polymer processing. For instance, in multicomponent polymer mixture
systems, one of the two components is often preferred at the surface for entropic or enthalpic
reasons, therefore making the physical properties of the surface significantly different from the
corresponding properties in the bulk. In some cases, this is an unwanted effect, and in general it
is difficult to estimate the surface composition of the species. Wu and Friedickson [42] provided
another point of view about the surface enrichment of one of the species at the surface by using some
qualitative arguments based on a scaled theory. We briefly revise this theory here because of its
ability to provide some indications on which of the two polymer species is going to be preferentially
adsorbed at the interface in terms of some simple considerations. The thermodynamic quantity
playing the driving role in determining which component is enriched at the interface is the surface
free energy γk, or interfacial tension, of the single components of the blend, and one may expect
that the surface will be enriched with the component possessing the smaller surface free energy.
It is possible to write the following approximation for the interfacial energy per unit area Φ of the
total system in terms of the surface tensions of the two polymer species γk, where φk is the volume
fraction of species k in a layer near the surface:
Φ = γAφA + γB(1− φA) ≈ φA(γA − γB).













γk ∼ αkξk ∼ βk
√
αk,
it is possible to show that:





According to this equation, the polymer species with the lowest value of βkα
1/2
k is enriched at
the surface. Here βk is a parameter that is directly linked to the polymer flexibility and it is
proportional to the square of its radius of gyration, while αk is the interaction density of species k
with the poor solvent. If the two polymers have a similar energy density:
αA ' αB ≡ α→ γA − γB ∼
√




then, entropy dominates and the surface is enriched with the more flexible polymer species (smaller
βk). When the two polymers have a similar flexibility instead:
βA ' βB ≡ β
regular solution theory−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ αk ∼ (δk − δsolv)2δsolv  δk
γA − γB ∼ βAδA − βBδB ≈ β(δA − δB),
Now, enthalpy dominates and the surface is enriched with the polymer species having the smaller
cohesive energy (smaller δk).
In general, polymer segregation can result from small differences between the components of the
blend. For example, in blends of hydrocarbon polymers containing deuterated and hydrogenated
components, the weaker component (deuterated) usually segregates at the surface [43, 44]. Large
segregation effects are also observed in blends of polyolefins [19, 45, 46, 47] in the short-chain
regime. In this particular case the best example is a blend of polyethylethylene and polyethylene
where the former segregates better when in contact to different types of surfaces [19, 45]. It is
also obvious that segregation is energetic in nature, meaning that the component with weaker van
der Waals interactions domitates at the surface, while the one able to have more intermolecular
contacts stays in the bulk [48].
It has also been reported that it is possible to have an entropic segregation from polymer
blends [42, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. There are two types of entropy in a system containing polymers
with different architecture: conformational entropy and packing entropy [54]. As a single polymer
molecule comes closer to the surface it loses conformational entropy, so that the polymer density
near the surface will be depleted. In contrast, in denser systems, packing of molecules close to the
surface causes an increase in the available volume in the rest of the fluid, consequentely the overall
entropy of the fluid increases. In homopolymers the conformational entropic effect is dominant at
low densities (dilute solutions) and the packing entropic effect is dominant at liquid-like densities.
In a polymer blend containing both linear and branched polymers where the volume occupied by
both species is the same, linear species get closer to each other at the surface than the branched
ones because they are more flexible. On the other hand, branched polymers being smaller molecules
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lose less conformational entropy. Therefore, the entropic force driving segregation will depend on
which of the two entropic effects is the dominant one. In general, packing entropic effects dominate
when the blend components have minor structural differences, such as different stiffness, or when
one of them has short branches. In these cases, the linear component should segregate to the
surface because of entropic considerations [42, 50, 51, 52] but the situation becomes unclear for
the case where the structural differences are large, such as when for example linear polymers are
mixed with star or comb polymers. For the latter, self-consistent field theory [42, 53] predicts the
existence of a net entropic attraction to the surface for chain-ends, and a net repulsion for junction
points: consequentely, comb and star polymers should segregate to the surface.
Surface segregation of polymer blends in confined geometry is frequently studied by using
molecular dynamics computer simulation as applied to the bead-spring model [26, 55]. In these
models, the dynamics of the polymer chain is obtained by summing the external and the frictional
drag forces acting on the beads. The Brownian force is also used to represent the frequent random
collisions between the bead and the implicit solvent molecules at a temperature T .
2.2 Computational models for conducting polymer blends
In recent literature, coarse-grained (CG) models based on the knowledge gained from atomistic
(all-atom) molecular dynamics simulations of small-sized systems have been constructed with the
aim to elucidate the morphology of the photoactive layer [5, 56, 57]. In these approaches [56, 57],
several atoms are grouped together by considering them as single “superatoms”. For instance,
Huang et al [56] developed a CG model of P3HT-C60 mixtures, in which the P3HT monomers are
represented using tree sites: the center-of-mass of the thiophene ring, the center-of-mass of the
carbon atoms of the first three side-chain methyl groups, and the center-of-mass of the carbons of
the last three side-chain methyl groups (three beads per monomer). The coarse-grained model of
C60 consisted of a single bead located on its center-of-mass. The chemical structures of P3HT and
C60 within the coarse-grained scheme are illustrated in Figure 2.1.
This coarse-grained model [56] was parameterised starting from an accurate atomistic model
of P3HT at temperatures high enough (≈ 600K), so that the system was in a fluid state in order
to avoid solidification of C60 molecules at low temperature. The interactions between the CG sites
were optimised to reproduce the atomistic structure of the system: radial distribution functions
of nonbonded sites of P3HT-C60 particles, bond, angle, and dihedral distributions of P3HT; using
the iterative Boltzmann inversion method. Atomistic systems studied at ambient pressure but still
at high temperature consisted of P3HT 12-mers, and were considered at the weight ratios reported
in Table 2.1. The coarse-grained interactions of P3HT polymers were optimised in simulations of
(pure) 60 P3HT 12-mers at T=550K. Then, the P3HT-C60, and C60-C60 CG interactions were
optimised in simulations of 1.85 : 1 w/w P3HT:C60 at the same temperature. The choice of using
12-mers for optimisation was based on previous literature [58, 59], showing that oligomers of this
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Figure 2.1: Chemical structures of P3HT and C60 with CG sites depicted and labeled [56].
Table 2.1: Temperatures and Mixture Ratios of Atomistic Systems
(pressure = 1 atm in all cases) [56]
P3HT:PCBM
n(3HT12)/nC60 P3HT : C60(W/W ) equiv
b (W/W) temperature (K)
60/0 1.00:0 1.0:0 500, 550, 650
50/55 2.52:1 2.0:1 500
48/72 1.85:1 1.5:1 550, 650
42/92 1.27:1 1.0:1 550, 650
aRegioregular P3HT (rr-P3HT) was used in all cases.
bP3HT:PCBM mixture with same mole ratio as P3HT:C60 mixture
length behave sufficiently like long-chain polymers to be used in the CG procedure. The coarse-
grained model was simulated by using 768 P3HT 48-mers and 4608 C60 molecules in a cubic box of
volume ≈ 25 nm3, corresponding to 1.85 : 1 w/w P3HT:C60 with approximately 115200 particles.
The system was equilibrated for 1 ns at 550K, and then cooled down to 490K (at constant rate)
over a period of 10 ns. The simulation took approximately 24h on 256 2.3 GHz AMD Opteron
processors. The aim of that study was to develop a CG model that could be used to examine the
structural and dynamic evolution of the BHJ microstructure of polymer and fullerene mixtures for
a system approaching the device scale. In a subsequent study [57], the same CG model was used,
and simulations of P3HT:C60 mixtures with 12, 24, 48, and 96-mers were performed. Among the
considered properties, the authors studied the radius of gyration of P3HT polymers, and their shape
anisotropy (computer simulations of ≈ 100, 000 CG sites in a cubic simulation box of volume ≈ 25
nm3). They also studied the clustering of the system by visual means only (since the simulation
time-scale is too short to study the complete process of phase separation) over a time scale of a
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few tens of nanoseconds.
Lee et al [5] developed an even more simplified CG model for the P3HT and PCBM blend.
They replaced a full monomer chain of P3HT with a single site (bead) at the center-of-mass of
the monomer, and the PCBM molecule with a single bead. The Chemical structures of P3HT and
PCBM with the CG sites scheme are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Apparently, the atomistic model
adopted in order to optimise the CG interactions was less refined with respect to the one used by
Huang et al, and based on the DREIDING force field. Also in this case, the distributions of the
CG particle bond length, bond angle, planar angle, and the radial distribution functions for non-
bonded beads were used within the Boltzmann inversion procedure to obtain the CG interactions.
In order to retrieve atomistic details from configurations generated from CGMD simulation, a
smaller system with a thinner simulation cell along the z-axis was used. The reason is related to
the fact that with a thinner simulation cell along the z-axis, it was possible to use reverse-mapping
(from the CG model back to the atomistic one) to visualize the nanoscale structural evolution of
the blend with a atomistic detail. They studied a bulk system of ≈ 22238 CG sites estimated
assuming that the number density of the system is the same as in the article by Huang et al [57]
which correspond to 1870 P3HT 10-mers and 3536 PCBM CG molecules (1:1 w/w P3HT:PCBM)
in a cubic simulation box of volume ≈ 33.16×33.16×3.16 nm3. The same authors also performed
CG simulations for a larger system of 14532 P3HT 10-mers and 27480 PCBM CG molecules in a
cubic volume of ≈ 30×30×30 nm3, and a spatial-discretisation approach was adopted subsequently
in order to study the mesoscopic properties of the P3HT:PCBM blend [5]. In this scheme, the
entire simulation cell was divided into equal-sized cubes having dimensions close to those of PCBM











where NP3HT and NPCBM are the numbers of CG molecules of P3HT and PCBM molecules
respectively, and σP3HT and σPCBM are the CG particle sizes of P3HT monomers and PCBM
molecules respectively. With such a spatial-discretisation scheme, three morphological quantities
that influence the performance of BHJ cells were estimated, namely the average domain size,
the interface-to-volume ratio, and the percolation ratio of the blend film. They were also able
to reproduce some relevant structural quantities, such as radial distribution function of P3HT
monomers, PCBM monomers, and the mixture of the two monomers. Thus, CGMD simulations can
allow domains the size of the diffusion length to be studied while retaining significant information
about the molecular structure, thereby providing useful insights into understanding the morphology
of the BHJ [56]. Obviously, one of the limitations of CG simulations is related to the possibility
to reliably estimate dynamical quantities, e.g. diffusion, since the dynamics of CGMD simulations
is obviously faster as compared with the one of all-atom molecular dynamics.
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Figure 2.2: Chemical structures of P3HT and PCBM with CG sites depicted. The intramolecular
degrees of freedom between the CG particles of P3HT monomers are highlighted [5].
2.3 Experimental approach
The experimental approach is intended to provide insight about the relationship between the ar-
rangement of the constituent molecules in the medium and the performance of organic solar cell.
Organic solar cells are fabricated based on organic semiconductor molecules or conjugated poly-
mers. We employed poly (3-hexythiophene) (P3HT) and [6-6] phenl-C61-butuyric acid methyl
ester (PCBM) to create the photoactive medium to harvest photons during illumination. These
molecules often known as p-type and n-type organic semiconductors, respectively. In terms of
device architecture, the most efficient type of device architecture to date is the bulk heterojunction
design in which both p-type and n-type molecules are blended in an organic solvent. The photoac-
tive medium is then formed from the solution of the blend by way of spin coating, doctor blending
etc. A number of physical processes take place in the conversion of solar radiation into electricity
by OTFSC devices. These are photon absorption, exciton generation, exciton dissociation into
free carriers and charge transport to the electrodes. The excitons are separated into free holes
and electrons by the electric field produced at the interfaces. Due to the limitation of the exciton
diffusion length of organic materials in the order of (5-10nm), only absorption of light within a
very thin layer around the interfaces contributes to the photovoltaic effect. This in turn influences
the performance of the device, since there is no possibility of such thin layer absorbing all the light.
The BHJ design introduced, by Yu et al. [60] in 1995, constitutes molecular level donor/acceptor
interfaces which are spread over the medium, enhanced significantly the efficiency of exciton dis-
sociation. This device archtecture become popular in organic solar cell fabrication and has been
extensively used since its introduction. Another important factor in the preparation of OTFSC
devices is the solvent used in wet processing. One such study was done by Shaheen et al. [61] who
reached and important discovery in terms of power conversion efficiency and demonstrated that
the solvent used has a profound impact on the morphology and performance of BHJ solar cells.
2.3.1 Optical properties of organic photovoltaic materials
It is well known that, the working principle of organic photovoltaic devices can be described in
seven important processes namely; in-coupling of photon, photon absorption, exciton formation,
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exciton migration, exciton dissociation, charge transport, and charge collection at the electrodes.
In-coupling of photon and photon absorption constitute optical mechanisms, while all the rest
constitute electrical mechanisms of the device. The optical mechanism plays an important role on
the performance of the device since incident photons and absorbed photons are the basic factors
needed. Base on this, Park et al. [4] reported that it is possible to attain 100% internal quan-
tum efficiency (IQE) of organic bulk heterojunction solar cells. Therefore, the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) can be described as;
EQE ≈ IQE number of absorbed photons in active layer
number of incoming photons
.
Tessema [62] in his work measured the optical absorption spectra of APFO-Green 6:PCBM blend
and found out that the EQE is about 58% over the wavelength range 350−450nm. Further in their
research, base on ternary molecules blend distinct optical band of the donors (P3HT and PTB7)
were observed. The optical absorption band of P3HT fell in the range 400− 650nm, whereas that
of PTB7 was in the range 400 − 750nm. It was further noted that the PTB7 has an additional
optical absorption spectral range from 650− 750nm which could contribute to an enhancement of
photon harvesting in medium, therefore improve the device performance [63].
2.3.2 Device parameters of a solar cell
Figure 2.3: Schematic currentvoltage characteristics of bulk heterojunction solar cells in (a) linear
and (b) semilogarithmic representation [64].
J-V characterization is the most common way to illustrate the performance and electrical
properties of solar cells. This technique measures current as a function of voltage in both the dark
and light. Under dark conditions, the J-V curve passes through the origin with no potential, no
current flows. But, when the device is exposed to light, the current flows in the opposite direction
to the injected currents. Due to this reason, the J-V curve shifts downward as illustrate in fig 2.3
and therefore, the performance of an organic solar cell (OSC) can be evaluated by three important
parameters, namely short-circuit current density (JSC), open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill factor
(FF). A short-circuit current density is the current that flows through an illuminated solar cell
when the voltage across the solar cell is zero, i.e. when the electrodes of the device are directly
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connected together. It is the largest current that the device is able to produce. Meanwhile, the
open-circuit voltage is the largest possible voltage across the cell in sunlight when no current is
flowing. In the four quadrant of the curve, the largest power output is the product of current and











where Pin is the light power incident on the device generated when solar simulators are used, and





Among all the physical parameters listed above, which ones affected the performance of the organic
solar cell? This issue has been addressed by several publications which state that, Jsc can be
affected by light absorption, recombination, electrodes charge collection and so on; Voc can be
affected by the energy level of the materials, recombination, current leaking and so on and so
fort; while the FF can be affected by internal resistance of the cell, electrodes charge collection,
recombination and so fort. In order to understand the electrical properties of OTFSC and improve
their parameters listed above, the characteristics of solar cells have been interpreted by examining
the equivalent circuit model of solar cells.
Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit diagram of ideal solar cells [65].
2.3.3 Equivalent electrical circuit models for OTFSC devices
One approach to aid a better understanding of the electrical behaviour of OTFSCs, is by accurately
modelling them with and equivalent electrical circuit. The most common equivalent electrical
circuits used to model OTFSCs are the one-diode model (ODM) or two-diode model (TDM) [66, 67,
68, 69]. This models have been deduced from inorganic p-n junction solar cells where they worked
perfectly in explaining inorganic photovoltaic cells electrical behaviour as a p-n junction [70]. Under
illumination, a photovoltaic solar cell can be represented by an equivalent circuit of ideal solar cell,
based on a single-diode mode, depicted in Fig 2.4. The output current from the device can be
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where Js is the reverse saturation current density of the diode in the dark, q is the elementary
charge, V is the applied voltage, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and Jph the
photo-generated current density. Under dark conditions, the cell can be thought of as a current
source where Jph is a reverse current proportional to the incident light in parallel with a diode











Nevertheless, in a practical solar cells, there exist some unavoidable factors that Eq (2.4) does
Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit diagram of real solar cells [65].
not take into account, which affect the external behaviour of the cell. Therefore, two of this
extrinsic factors are added to the equivalent model, namely series resistance and shunt resistance
as shown in Fig 2.5. In these equivalent circuit models, the series resistance (Rs) correspond to
the contact resistances and the ohmic losses between the active layer and electrodes. The shunt
resistance (Rsh) is due to the loss of current through any type of charge recombination and trapping
inside the photovoltaic cells. Once Rs and Rsh are taking into consideration, the equation for the














2.3.4 Effect of morphology on the performance of the cell
The performance of OTFSC cell has been found to be very much dependant on the nonomor-
phology of the photoactive medium of the devices [71, 72]. The preferred morphology in bulk
heterojunction has to present a bicontinuous interpenetration network of donor and acceptor do-
mains in the range of the exciton dissociation length, around 10nm [73, 74]. This would allows
excitons to diffuse into the donor-acceptor interface and thus achieves efficient charge dissociation.
In addition, holes and electrons must travel to the positive and negative electrodes through donor
and acceptor networks respectively, after charge separation at the interface. In order to be able
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to understand the Nanomorphology of the BHJ films of our devices; we employed Zeiss EVO LS
15 ultra plus FESEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy) fitted with Oxford EDAX
(Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-ray) detector (INCA Point ID software for quant optimization).
The information derived from the surface scanning of the films will provide us with information
about the distribution the constituents of the film as well as the formation of different artifacts on
the surface.
Many researchers have extensively employed these techniques to characterize the morphology
of the active layer of OTFSC. Martens et al. employed TEM to investigate nanoscale morphology
of the MDMO-PPV:PCBM active layer and observed an enhancement of the domain size of the
PCBM-rich phase with the increase PCBM concentration [75]. Hoppe et al. used a high-resolution
SEM to investigate the morphology of the cross sections of toluene and of MDMO-PPV:PCBM
blends mixed with chlorobenzene [76]. They found out that, from the sample prepared with toluene
processing solvent, large PCBM aggregates at the surface and consequentely reduced the charge
carrier generation effciency. The other sample prepared with chlorobenzene processing solvent
shows reduced PCBM clusters. This particular techniques was used in the study to understanding
the relationship between the nanomorphology and the device performance.
The use of processing solvent additives are known for improving device performance because of
the role they played in reorganizing the arrangement of molecules in the photoactive layer of OTFSC
devices. The effect of additive solvents can be observed even on the surface morphology of the films
which is strongly correlated with device performance. In this thesis, we have investigated the effect
of three different additive solvents such as additive 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1-chloronaphthalene
(CN) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) on the morphology of P3HT:PCBM blend, in the preparation




approach to the Model
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the main computational method, molecular dynamics (MD) Simulation,
that we used to study our model for a polymer blend. The model that we adopted is a very
popular one in polymer physics, and was developed originally by Grest and Kremer [25, 26]. The
need of this model arises from our attempt to simulate melt densities. At these densities the motion
of polymers is subject to tight constraints determined by their topology. The main issue is that
since monomer beads are connected to other ones along the polymer chain, ”entangled” polymer
chains have some peculiar types of motion, which are not detected in atomic or molecular systems.
The existence of this characteristic dynamics of polymer blends requests we use a combination of
Brownian and molecular dynamics, and it makes the bead-spring model by Grest and Kremer a
fundamental one in computational polymer physics, since it can be mapped on many real polymer
melts considered in experiments. A number of properties are accessible to this model, including
fluctuations, mechanical properties, as well as the kinetics of reactions involving degradation and
polymerisation of monomers, respectively [77]. This model is then essential in our research to
understand how the packing constraints imposed by the different topology of the two polymer
species determine the adsorption and structural properties of the system at the interface. To this
aim, we will consider a basic model of a polymer blend, where the two main topologies also found
in organic polymer blends relevant to photovoltaic applications are considered, namely chains with
an elongated structure (P3HT) and a closed or compact one (PCBM). This chapter continues
with a brief summary of our computational model and the simulation methodology. Then we will
discuss the first preliminary attempts on a model that was slightly biased (for a reason that we
will explain later we considered here a bead-spring model in the presence of a wall potential) in
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order to understand the equilibration. Finally, we will draw some conclusions which will be useful
to introduce the main chapter following this one, where the most important results of this research
study will be presented and discussed in a thorough and exhaustive manner.
3.2 Model and Methods
The structure of linear-cyclic polymer blend at interface has been analysed by performing Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations of bead-spring models [26]. Cyclic and linear polymers are modeled
as a number of contiguous monomers of equal mass m connected to form either an open or closed
chain (loop) via springs. While the beads operate as interaction points with the solvent, the springs
symbolise entropic effects due to the internal degrees of freedom which have been lost during the
process of coarse-graining. In the bead-spring model, the dynamics of the polymer chain is obtained
by summing the external forces acting on the beads according to the following equation,
F = Ff + FB + FE (3.1)
where Ff , FB , FE are the frictional drag force (Stokes’s drag), the Brownian force and the effective







where m is the mass of the bead, ζ = 0.5 is the damping factor and V is the velocity of the
bead. The Brownian force is used to represent the frequent random collisions between the bead
and the implicit solvent molecules at a temperature T . As derived from the fluctuation-dissipation






where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, m the mass of the bead, ∆t the time-step
size, and ζ is the damping factor.
The frictional drag and the Brownian force are used to mimic the presence of solvent in terms of
viscous damping and of the frequent random collisions between the bead and the solvent molecules
at a temperature T . The physical quantities used during MD simulations are not reported directly
in the international system of units (SI). Their numerical values would be either very small or
very large and thus can lead to overflow or underflow as a result of floating-point operations. It is
therefore advisable to represent all quantities in units such that their numerical values are number
of the order of unity. The Lennard-Jones parameters σ and ε used in simulations are the most
appropriate units of length and energy. The time unit is τ = σ
√
m/ε. Temperature, the friction
coefficient, and the integration time step were set respectively, to ε/kB , 2τ , and 0.01τ
−1.
The effective spring force used to model our spring, is the nonlinear spring force, namely the
finite extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential [26]. The beads interact with a purely repulsive
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Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential to account for the excluded volume interaction, and the attractive
FENE potential to keep the consecutive beads along the chain bonded together. The combination




































where K = 30ε/σ2, σ and ε are LJ parameters, r0 = 1.5σ the maximum distance of the bond,
and r is the distance between monomers. The parameters r0 and k have to be chosen such that
the possibility of bond crossing becomes so unlikely that it never occurs. The Lennard-Jones term
is shifted at 21/6σ so that the energy at the minimum is zero. As it can be seen in Figure 3.1, these
two potentials restrict the bond length between adjacent beads (monomers) to be in a range of
0.752σ 6 r < 1.452σ, which was estimated by considering the extremely high value for the thermal
energy equal to 100ε. The Lennard-Jones potential restricts the lower limit and FENE potential
restricts the upper limit.
The angle interaction between consecutive triplets of beads (θ) is determined by the cosine
angle potential,
E(r) = K[1 + cos(θ)]. (3.4)
During our simulations, the coefficient K associated with the angle potential has been taken to be
zero, which implies that there were no forces to stabilise any angle between adjacent beads. The
interactions between non-bonded beads are modeled by the truncated and shifted LJ potential,















, r 6 rc,nb
0 r > rc,nb
where r is the distance between the two beads, σ the diameter of the bead, ε the interaction
strength, and rc,nb = 2.5σ is the cut-off distance. The reason for introducing a cut-off distance
rc,nb is to avoid computing the energy of non-bonded beads so distant from each other that the
pair interaction energy is close to zero, and provides a negligible contribution to the equilibrium
properties of the system. Truncation makes the energy jumps whenever a particle pair crosses the
cut-off distance. A huge number of such events is likely to spoil energy conservation in a simulation.
To prevent this type of problem, a constant energy term (1/4) is added to each pairwise interaction
in order to make it vanish at the cut-off distance, so that the underlying pair forces are unchanged
and no bias is introduced for the trajectories of the particles.
A pseudo-Monte Carlo simulation was used to prepare the initial configurations for the Brow-
nian dynamics simulations. Firstly, an open or closed chain of ideal-gas particles was generated,

















Figure 3.1: FENE and Lennard-Jones Potentials.
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particles has been initially taken as the minimum of the FENE potential. In order to generate the
initial conformation of a linear polymer as an open chain of ideal-gas particles we proceeded as
follows:
1. Starting from an initial point in space, we selected a random direction in terms of a unit
vector, and we allocated a ghost particle to a distance equal to the minimum of the FENE
potential.
2. We allocated the subsequent particle by using as a starting point the new ghost particle
allocated in 1, and we iterated the procedure reported in 1 again. We stopped when we
reached a number of ghost particles equal to the degree of polymerization.
In order to generate an initial conformation of a cyclic polymer as a closed chain (loop) of ideal-gas
particles, we proceeded as follows:
1. Starting from an initial point in space, we selected a random direction in terms of a unit
vector, and we allocate a ghost particle to a distance equal to the minimum of the FENE
potential (Ψ).
2. Starting from the allocated ghost particle, we allocated another particle by iterating just
once the procedure reported in item 1.
3. Starting from the ghost particle allocated in item 2, we allocated the subsequent ghost particle
by choosing the direction along which allocating the next particle according to the probability
reported below:
• A unit vector with components given by uniformly-generated random numbers in the interval
[0,1] with probability p = 1 − NNp , where N is the total number of particles of the growing
cyclic polymer and Np is the degree of polymerization.
• With probability p = NNp , we generate a unit vector with direction parameters taken from
the line connecting the last particle of the growing cyclic polymer with the first one. For this
case, special care must be taken because there are two events which could possibly spoil the
algorithm. Let us analyze them in detail:
1. We come closer to the initial particle before reaching the degree of polymerization of the
cyclic polymer. In this case, the algorithm will always add the subsequent particle by placing
it at a distance Ψ=dFENE along a random unit vector (see procedure described before for
the random direction).
2. We do not come close enough to the initial particle (i.e. it is distant from the initial particle
more than 2Ψ). However this event is very unlikely because we continuously bias the choice
of the unit vector so that the probability that we place the next particle along the direction
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connecting it to the initial one, increases with the total number of particles of the growing
cyclic polymer.
3. When particle Nb − 1 is added to the growing polymer, we need to place the subsequent one
so that it is located at a distance equal to Ψ from both the initial particle and particle number
Nb − 1. In this case, we close the loop by adding particle number Nb with coordinates given
analytically in terms of the coordinates of the first particle, particle number Nb − 1, and the
parameters (a,b,c,d) of the plane passing through the first particle, particle number Nb − 1,
and the center-of-mass of the cyclic polymer. Then, since we get two possible solutions to
this problem [78], we select the one that places particle number more far apart from the
center-of-mass of the cyclic polymer.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x- and y-directions, and the simulation box is
sealed on its low-z edge with a flat wall at a fixed position z∗. The wall interacts with polymers
by generating a force on the bead in the direction perpendicular to the wall. It is important to
note that there is just a single wall along the z-direction and particles are not confined towards the
upper edge of the box. However, we shall verify that they will never explore that part of the box
on the time-scale of our simulations. Throughout our preliminary calculations, the integrated 9-3














z < zc (3.5)
where z is the distance from the bead to the wall, and zc = 2.2σ is the cut-off distance at which
the bead and wall no longer interact. The energy of the wall potential is shifted so that the wall-
bead interaction energy is zero at the cut-off distance. We would like to point out that we used
a fluid-wall potential only in our preliminary calculations with the aim to study the equilibration
properties of the system. In our preliminary study, we examined static and dynamical properties
of pure linear, pure cyclic, and linear-cyclic mixtures.
In summary, we used the Langevin thermostat to model the interaction of the polymer beads
with implicit solvent, and the microcanonical ensemble to perform constant NVE integration to
update positions and velocities for particles in the system. Practically, the simulation studies as
related to our initial test of the system were carried out according to the following steps; firstly,
the system was run in the NPT ensemble with full periodic boundary conditions (along the x-,
y- and z-directions) at the pressure of 1 atm. The systems were further equilibrated in the NVT
ensemble for some time at the desired temperature. Once equilibrium in the NVT ensemble was
established, films with surfaces in the xy-plane were created by removing the periodicity along the
z-direction. To ensure that periodic images of the resulting films did not interact in the z-direction,
polymer molecules were rebuilt and the simulation box length in the z-direction was significantly
increased. The simulations of these films were then run again in the NVT ensemble. All simulations
were performed using the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS)
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molecular dynamics package [79] on a Dell Precision T7600 workstation (equipped with two 8-core
Intel E5-2687 3.1 GHz processors) for the linear polymers, Dell PowerEdge R810 server (four 8-
core Intel processors Xeon-E7-8837 2.67 GHz) for the cyclic polymers, and the High Performance
computing (HPC) cluster (www.chpc.ac.za) for the linear-cyclic polymers blend. All the final
simulations (as related to the last equilibration step) were performed for 10 × 107∆t, which was
deemed long enough for the polymer chains to reach their equilibrium structure. Some physical
quantities and parameters of interest of our MD simulations are given in Table 3.1 in LJ units.
During the simulations, we monitored the pressure and temperature equilibration of the sys-
tem, see Figs. 3.2, 3.7, 3.12. Structural properties of each polymer type in the blend have been









where mi is the mass of atom i, Nb is the number of monomers in a single polymer chain, and
~ri = [xi, yi, zi] is the atom position. Changing the notation ~rcom to ~zi in Eq. (3.6) gives the center-
of-mass along the z-axis, ~zcom, which is useful measure of the position of the polymer relative to
liquid/vaccum interface. The position of the center-of-mass can be used afterwards, to determine







(~ri − ~rcom)2, (3.7)
By averaging out, also as a function of time, the radii of gyration of all the polymers in the system,
we calculated the average radius of gyration Rg of the total number of polymers. Then, sometimes
Rg was used as bin size of the histogram and the z-direction was subdivided in Ntot bins of size
Rg. Because of the boundary conditions along the x- and y-directions, we had to perform this
calculation carefully in order to take into account the broken molecules and in case re-build them
again.
The analysis of the systems was performed by looking at the number density of the center-of-
masses (coms) of polymers as a function of distance z from the wall. The histogram was built by
counting the number of coms in each bin, and by calculating the ratio T (z) of ρ(z), which is the






In addition to the adsorption of polymer chains, we examined the magnitude of folding of different
polymers by building an histogram of the radii of gyration. The histogram was built by counting
the number of polymers coms with a radius of gyration in a given interval (bin), the bin size being
calculated by arbitrarily dividing the overall range of radii of gyration in twenty bins. Then, by
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evaluating the number of polymers coms having a radius of gyration in that bin, we could show
the polydispersivity in the radius of gyration for the whole system as the percentage of polymers
in each bin.
Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 provide the average radii of gyration and the variance of linear, cyclic
and linear-cyclic polymers at different distances from the wall and inside an interval (bin) coincident
with the average radius of gyration of different types of polymers. The purpose of evaluating the
average radius of gyration in each bin was twofold: 1) we wanted to understand whether the average
size of polymers is affected by the presence of the interface (wall). 2) We also wanted to understand
whether the polymers closer to the wall were interacting with it or not. The calculation of the
variance of the radius of gyration in each bin was done in order to see whether the distribution of
sizes of polymers is affected by the presence of the wall.
The main results of this thesis will be discussed in the next chapter and will concern free-
standing polymer mixtures, i.e. the interface will be generated without the presence of a wall-fluid
potential. The main reason for considering a wall-fluid potential in these preliminary calculations
was to verify the equilibration of the system following the removal of the periodicity along the
z-direction. In fact, the presence of the wall was aimed to allow the adsorption of the equilibrated
blend: when the polymer film was observed to move away from the wall despite the attraction to
it triggered by the LJ 9-6 potential, we could unambiguously determine the need of extending the
equilibration of the system to longer times.
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Table 3.1: Some physical quantities and model parameters of interest expressed in LJ units.
Names Label Linear Cyclic Blend
number of atoms N 75000 75000 100000
number of molecules Nm 1500 1500 2000
box length(x-dir) Lx 49.0000 49.0000 48.8258
box length(y-dir) Ly 49.0000 49.0000 49.2710
box length(z-dir) Lz 163.3410 159.4522 164.7144
number of beads in a chain Nb 50 50 50
bead-bead LJ parameter σ 1.0 1.0 1.0
bead-bead LJ parameter ε 1.0 1.0 1.0
reduced temperature (T ∗ = kBT/ε) T
∗ 1.0 1.0 1.0
time step ∆t 0.005 0.005 0.005
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3.3 Linear Polymers
The simulated system consists of linear polymer chains (see Table 3.1 for physical quantities and
parameters). It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the pressure and the temperature reach almost
constant values during the simulation after a few MD steps, which provide evidence of both stability
of the algorithm of the MD simulations code, and that conditions of thermodynamics equilibrium
are reached quite soon. The plot of the attractive 9-3 LJ potential reported in Figure 3.3 is shifted
at a distance z = 47.67σ according to Table 3.1. It illustrates that there is a minimum potential
energy at a distance z ≈ 0.8σ from the wall.
The adsorption properties are evaluated by analysing the MD initial configuration and the final
one following an equilibration time t = 5× 107∆t. In Figure 3.4, we present the normalized linear
polymers coms histogram T lin(z) as a function of distance z from the wall for t = 0. From a
distance z = 0 to z = 54.9σ and z = 113.4σ to z = 180σ, there are no particles. Particles start to
be present from z ≈ 54.9σ, and T lin(z) quickly rises to reach a maximum of 3.5 times the bulk value
(3.5ρ0). Now, we note for the first time (and this problem will persist in all these preliminary tests
of the code), that apparently far from the wall-fluid and fluid-empty space interfaces, we achieve
a density significantly higher than the bulk value ρ0. The trivial reason for this happenstance is
that we are considering the ρ0 = N0/V0 as the ratio between all the particles in the simulation box
divided by its volume V . However, particles do not occupy the whole box uniformly but they are
concentrated beyond the wall at low-z values and before the empty space at high-z values. When
performing the calculations in the next chapter we will take this fact into account and rescale the
densities accordingly. The plot also shows that linear polymers coms are more concentrated in
between z = 54.9σ to z = 106.0σ of the simulation box. At t = 5 × 107∆t, T lin(z) remains zero
from z = 0 to z = 60.9σ, and z = 100σ to z = 160σ, then rapidly increases at z = 60.9σ up to 5.5
times the bulk density value (5.5ρ0) of linear polymers. As compared to the initial configuration,
linear polymers coms seem going more distant from the wall, but definitely shrinking towards the
middle of the box (between z = 60.9σ to z = 100σ), i.e. notwithstanding there is no wall in the
top part of the simulation box, polymers are not moving towards that direction.
Apparently, the wall-bead potential energy is not effectively attracting particles near the wall
as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.4, in which the range of distances where the wall-bead
potential is active is reported as an interval on the z-axis. This effect is due to the fact that the
system was not fully relaxed to its final density after the interruption of the periodic boundary
conditions along the z-direction. To compare the initial and the final configurations results, we





where ρfinal and ρinitial are the number density of polymers coms of final and initial configurations
of the system. This calculation was performed in order to determine the level of condensation and
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depletion of particles in each bin. Condensation refers to the case where there is an increase in
the number of polymers coms with respect to the initial configuration, whereas depletion refers
to a decrease. A percentage difference of Ψ = −100% corresponds to a full depletion, which
is the case where there were no polymers coms in the final configuration bin and a percentage
difference of Ψ = +100% indicates full condensation where there were no polymers coms in the
initial configuration bin. Figure 3.5 provides quantitative evidence of what we anticipated by
comparing the top and the bottom panels of Figure 3.4, i.e. most of linear polymers coms tend to
be condensed towards the middle of the box and depleted at the edges of the box with respect to
the initial configuration. Figure 3.6 shows the percentage distribution of linear polymers having
a specific radius of gyration. At t = 0, the peak has a value of ≈ 13.5%. At t = 5 × 107∆t , the
value of the peak has decreased to ≈ 12% indicating that there is an increase of polydispersivity
of radius of gyration in the final configuration, which means the distribution of length scales of
polymers becomes more uniform (i.e. there are more polymers with effective sizes significantly
different from the average radius of gyration in the box). As mentioned in the previous section,
we tried to understand the role of the wall in determining the structural properties of the system
by calculating the average radius of gyration and the variance of the radius of gyration of linear
polymers as a function of the distance from the wall. The results are reported in Table 3.2.
First, we see in Table 3.2 that R
lin
g and σ
lin seem not to be affected by the distance of polymers
from the wall. R
lin
g is almost the same for the final configuration as compared to the initial
one throughout all the range of distances from the bottom edge of the box. Furthermore, the
variance in both configurations is of the order of σlin ≈ 0.7, which tell us how linear polymers
sizes are distributed with respect to the average. To verify whether polymers closer to the wall
were interacting with it, we estimated the distance of these polymers to the wall for the initial
and the final configuration by subtracting their average radius of gyration from the polymers coms
position. In the initial configuration, the linear chains coms closer to the wall are in the range
between z ≈ 50.18σ and z ≈ 57.34σ from the bottom edge of the simulation box. If we subtract
to these distances the average radius of gyration reported in the first line of Table 3.2, we realise
that the average positions of the polymers beads are between z ≈ 46.52σ and z ≈ 53.78σ. Since
the range of distances where the wall potential is active is from z = 47.67σ to z = 49.87σ, it can
be argued that in the initial configuration linear polymers were interacting with the wall via the
9-3 LJ potential reported in Figure 3.3. In the final configuration, the linear chains coms closer to
the wall are in between z ≈ 57.35σ and z ≈ 64.51σ from the bottom edge of the simulation box.
As it was done before, the average radius of gyration was subtracted from these distances and the
average positions of the polymers beads are now between z ≈ 54.04σ and z ≈ 61.20σ. This implies
that in the final configuration, linear polymers closer to the flat wall are not interacting with it.
The diffusion of the linear polymers coms into the bulk away from the wall observed previously is
then due to polymer-polymer interactions: since the system was not fully equilibrated the latter
29
























Figure 3.2: Plot of reduced pressure versus time (top) and reduced temperature versus time (bot-
























































Figure 3.4: Number density distribution, ρ(z)/ρ0 versus distance z from the wall of linear polymers
coms for t = 0 (top) and t = 5× 107∆t (bottom). The interval between vertical bar on the z−axis
is the range of distances where the wall-bead potential is active. For consistency, the same bin size
























Figure 3.5: Percentage difference of the distribution density as a function of distance z from the
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Figure 3.6: Percentage distribution of linear polymers (Θ) as a function of radius of gyration (Rg)
for t = 0 (top) and t = 5× 107∆t (bottom).
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Table 3.2: Properties of linear polymers near a flat wall: z is the distance from the wall, R
lin
g the








Initial configuration Final configuration
53.76 3.56 0.90
60.93 3.58 0.72 3.31 0.58
68.10 3.56 0.70 3.50 0.70
75.27 3.61 0.76 3.56 0.79
82.44 3.54 0.69 3.55 0.74
89.60 3.62 0.71 3.54 0.73




The simulated system consists of cyclic chains (see Table 3.1 for physical quantities and param-
eters). The equilibration of the system is shown in Figure 3.7. For cyclic polymers, the 9-3 LJ























Figure 3.7: Plot of reduced pressure versus time (top) and reduced temperature versus time (bot-
tom) for MD simulations of cyclic polymers.
The adsorption properties are evaluated by analysing the MD simulations initial configuration
and the final one following 5×107∆t. The top panel of Figure 3.9 shows the normalised histogram
of cyclic polymers coms (T cyc(z)) as a function of distance z from the wall at t = 0. From a
distance z = 0 to z = 57σ and z = 106σ to z = 160σ, there are no particles. From z = 57σ,
T cyc(z) quickly rises to reach a maximum of 3.5 times the bulk value (3.5ρ0). The histogram also
shows that cyclic polymers coms are more concentrated in between z = 57σ to z = 106σ of the
simulation box. At t = 5× 107∆t (see bottom panel of Figure 3.9), the T cyc(z) remains zero from
z = 0 to z = 63.8σ and z = 100σ to z = 160σ, then rapidly increases to a maximum number
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of 5.0 times the bulk density value (5.0ρ0) of cyclic polymers. It can be seen from the histogram
that cyclic polymers coms are more dense in between z = 60σ to z = 100σ. As reported in the
bottom panel of Figure 3.9, in which the range of distances where the wall-bead potential is active
is sketched as an interval on the z-axis, the wall-bead potential seems not to attract cyclic polymers
near the flat wall. In the case of cyclic polymers as compared to the linear ones, there is again
a 100% depletion at either end of the studied range, with condensation occurring in the middle.
The results are reported in Figure 3.10. Figure 5.7 displays the percentage distribution of cyclic
polymers having a specific radius of gyration. At t = 0 and t = 5× 107∆t, we observe that cyclic
polymers histograms seem to have a lower average value of the radius of gyration (near the peak
of the histograms) with respect to their linear counterparts (see Figure 3.6), since they possess a
more compact shape. Over the same range of radius of gyration, there is again a decrease in the
value of the peak indicating an increase of polydispersivity of radius of gyration.
The interval of radii of gyration of linear polymers is bigger compared to the cyclic polymers
one, which implies that cyclic polymers assume more compact shapes when compared with linear
polymers chains having the same degree of polymerisation, as expected on the basis of the different
topology of the two types of polymers. The same calculation of the average radius of gyration
and the variance of radius of gyration as a function of the distance from the bottom edge of
the simulation box has been done in the case of cyclic polymers. As depicted in Table 3.3, the
average radii of gyration of cyclic polymers in the final configuration are approximately the same
as compared to the initial ones throughout the z-range. The distribution of the sizes of cyclic
polymers of the two configurations did not vary significantly (σcyc ≈ 0.3), similarly as it was
observed for linear polymers. In the initial configuration, cyclic polymers coms closer to the wall
are in the range between z ≈ 51.04σ and z ≈ 56.14σ from the bottom edge of the simulation box.
Then by performing a calculation similar to the one made for linear polymers, we realise that the
average positions of the cyclic polymer beads are between z ≈ 48.36σ and z ≈ 53.46σ. Since the
range of distances where the wall potential is active are from z ≈ 47.72σ to z ≈ 49.92σ, it can be
concluded that in the initial configuration cyclic polymers were interacting with the wall via the
9-3 LJ potential depicted in Figure 3.8. For the final configuration, the estimated range of cyclic
polymers coms closer to the wall is in between z ≈ 61.25σ and z ≈ 66.35σ from the bottom edge
of the simulation box. The average positions of the cyclic polymer beads are between z ≈ 58.77σ
and z ≈ 63.87σ far from the wall. The average positions range of cyclic polymer beads is greater
as compared to the linear one estimated previously, which means that cyclic polymers closer to the
wall seem to be moving significantly away from the wall as compared to the linear polymers. That
could be visually observed also by comparing the bottom panels of Figs. 3.4 and 3.9. The variance
of the radius of gyration of cyclic polymers is ≈ 0.3σ, while the linear one is ≈ 0.7σ indicating

















Figure 3.8: Wall 9-3 Lennard-Jones potential shifted at distance z = 47.72σ.
Table 3.3: Properties of cyclic polymers near a flat wall: z is the distance from the wall, Rcycg








Initial configuration Final configuration
53.59 2.68 0.35
58.70 2.72 0.31
63.80 2.72 0.30 2.48 0.30
68.91 2.69 0.30 2.55 0.32
74.01 2.70 0.30 2.53 0.30
79.12 2.67 0.32 2.53 0.30
84.22 2.70 0.34 2.54 0.32
89.33 2.70 0.32 2.54 0.30
94.43 2.64 0.29 2.52 0.32







































Figure 3.9: Number density distribution, ρ(z)/ρ0 versus distance z from the wall of cyclic polymers
for MD simulations t = 0 (top) and t = 5× 107∆t (bottom). The interval between vertical bar on
the z-axis is the range of distances where the wall-bead potential is active. For both configurations,
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Figure 3.11: Percentage distribution of cyclic polymers (Θ) as a function of radius of gyration (Rg)
for t = 0 (top) and t = 5× 107∆t (bottom).
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3.5 Linear-Cyclic mixtures
The simulated system consists of linear-cyclic polymers in melt state (see Table 3.1 for physical
quantities and parameters). The equilibration of the system is shown in Figure 3.12. The plot of
the attractive 9-3 LJ potential reported in Figure 3.13 is shifted at a distance z = 47.35σ.
The adsorption properties are evaluated again by analysing the MD simulations of the initial
and the final configurations of the system following 5× 107∆t. Figure 3.14 shows the normalised
histograms T cyc(z) and T lin(z) as a function of distance z from the wall in the blend for t = 0 and
t = 5×107∆t. At t = 0, T lin(z) in the blend remains zero from z = 0 to z = 58σ and from z = 106σ
to z = 180σ, which imply absence of particles in those ranges. From z = 58σ, T lin(z) quickly rises
to reach a maximum of 3.7 times the bulk density value (3.7ρ0) of linear polymers in the blend,
while T cyc(z) in the blend also remains zero from z = 0 to z = 55σ and from z = 107σ to z = 180σ,
which indicate that no particles are found in those ranges. From z = 55σ, T cyc(z) rapidly rises to
reach a maximum of 3.5 times the bulk density value (3.5ρ0) of cyclic polymers. Linear and cyclic
polymers in the blend are more dense between z = 58σ to z = 110σ of the simulation box. At
t = 5×107∆t, T lin(z) remains zero from z = 0 to z = 59.9σ and from z = 103σ to z = 180σ, which
indicate the absence of particles. From z = 59.9σ, T lin(z) rapidly increases to a maximum number
of 3.7 times the bulk density value (3.7ρ0), while for cyclic polymers in the blend no particles are
found from z = 0 to z = 55σ and from z = 102σ to z = 180σ. From z = 55σ, T cyc(z) quickly rises
to reach a maximum of 4.0 times the bulk density value (4.0ρ0). For this configuration, linear and
cyclic polymers in the blend are more concentrated in between z = 55σ to z = 102σ inside the
simulation box.
As it can be deduced by the comparison of top and bottom panels of Figure 3.14, linear
polymers coms in melt do not seem to move significantly distant from the wall after a long time as
compared to the case of pure linear polymers studied previously (see Figure 3.4). In melt state, the
distribution of the linear polymers along the z−direction at t = 5 × 107∆t is almost the same as
the initial one, while the distribution of the cyclic polymers seem to condense towards the middle
of the box (by visual comparison of the top and the bottom panels of Figure 3.14) as we will see
in more detail later. Thus, we need to understand whether linear polymers are prevented from
diffusing far from the wall, as we observed in the case of pure linear polymers, because of polymer-
wall interactions (the wall-bead potential is effective in attracting linear polymers near the wall) or
because of linear-cyclic polymers interactions. Firstly, let us confirm the visual impression gained
from Figure 3.14, that there is almost no depletion near the wall for the linear polymers blend and
there is some in the case of cyclic polymers. We observe this by building up, similarly as in the
pure cases, the percentage difference of the distribution density as a function of distance z from
the wall in Figure 3.15. Figure 3.16 shows the percentage of linear-cyclic blend in melt having a
specific radius of gyration. The spreading process of linear-cyclic polymers in melt state remain
almost unchanged. At t = 0, the cyclic peak has a value of approximately 16.5%, whereas the
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linear one is approximately 14%. At t = 5 × 107∆t, the value of the two peaks has decreased to
approximately 12%, suggesting an increase of polydispersivity of the radius of gyration in melt
state.
As found for pure cyclic polymers studied previously, cyclic polymers in melt state assume
more compact conformations as compared to their linear counterparts having the same degree of
polymerisation. Now, the structural analysis of the average radius of gyration and related variance
as a function of the distance z from the wall, will be particularly enlightening in order to address
the issue whether 1) linear polymers do not diffuse far from the wall because of wall polymers
interactions or linear-cyclic interactions 2) cyclic polymers are interacting or not with the wall
even though they seem to slightly diffuse towards the middle of the box as shown in Figure 3.15,
and can be deduced by reading Table 3.4. Throughout the z-range, the average radii of gyration and
variance of radius of gyration of linear polymers blend are almost the same in both configurations
and their values are not significantly different from the pure linear ones studied previously. It can
be concluded that whether in melt or not, the average size of linear polymers is not affected by
the presence of the wall and both the average size and size polydispersivity of linear polymers are
greater than those of cyclic polymers. In the initial configuration, linear polymers coms in melt
closer to the wall are in between z ≈ 54.52σ and z ≈ 61.32σ from the bottom edge of the box. Then
by performing the same analysis done for the pure cases, we observe that the average positions
of the linear polymers beads in melt are between z ≈ 51.30σ and z ≈ 58.10σ. Since the range of
distances where the wall potential is active is from z ≈ 47.35σ to z ≈ 49.55σ we can say that the
initial configuration (t = 0) of linear polymers in the blend was constructed in such a way that
linear polymers were not interacting with the wall. In the final configuration, the average positions
of linear beads closer to the wall is in the range between z ≈ 50.98σ and z ≈ 57.88σ. Since the
range of average positions is almost the same in both the initial and the final configurations, it can
be concluded that also in the final configuration, linear polymers in melt state are not interacting
with the flat wall. Then, we can draw the conclusion that linear polymers seem not to diffuse
towards the middle of the box (as in the pure case) because of linear-cyclic polymers interactions.
As shown in Table 3.5, the distribution of the sizes of cyclic polymers in the final configuration
reached by the polymer melt is almost the same as compared to the initial one. The estimated
cyclic polymers coms positions closer to the wall are in between z ≈ 52.02σ and z ≈ 57.22 in the
initial configuration and the average positions of the cyclic polymer beads is between z ≈ 49.33σ
and z ≈ 54.53σ. Since the range of distances where the wall potential is active is comprised between
z ≈ 47.35σ to z ≈ 49.55σ it can be concluded that cyclic polymers are only loosely interacting
with the wall in the initial configuration via the 9-3 potential reported in Figure 3.13. In the final
configuration, the average positions of the cyclic polymer beads becames in between z ≈ 49.62σ
and z ≈ 54.81σ throughout the z-range, indicating that most of cyclic polymers in melt are moving
away from the wall. Refering also to the result reported in Figure 3.15, it can be deduced that
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cyclic polymers in melt state are not interacting with the flat wall and they seem to slightly diffuse
























Figure 3.12: Plot of reduced pressure versus time (top) and reduced temperature versus time























































Figure 3.14: Number density distribution, ρ(z)/ρ0 versus distance z from the wall for linear and
cyclic polymers blend for t = 0 (top) and t = 5 × 107∆t (bottom). The interval between vertical
bar on the z−axis is the range of distances where the wall-bead potential is active. For both


























Figure 3.15: Percentage difference of the distribution density as a function of distance z from the































Figure 3.16: Percentage distribution of linear-cyclic polymers blend (Θ) as a function of radius of
gyration (Rg) for t = 0 (top) and t = 5× 107∆t (bottom).
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Table 3.4: Properties of linear polymers near a flat wall in melt state: z is the distance from the
wall, R
lin
g average radius of gyration and σ








Initial configuration Final configuration
57.92 3.22 0.61 3.54 0.72
64.74 3.35 0.72 3.42 0.71
71.55 3.36 0.72 3.46 0.72
78.37 3.34 0.72 3.48 0.67
85.18 3.27 0.70 3.48 0.67
92.00 3.38 0.69 3.53 0.75
98.81 3.33 0.80 3.41 0.68
105.63 3.30 0.70 3.19 0.63
Table 3.5: Properties of cyclic polymers near a flat wall in melt state: z is the distance from the
wall, Rcycg average radius of gyration and σ








Initial configuration Final configuration
54.62 2.69 0.36 2.41 0.11
59.82 2.58 0.29 2.60 0.35
65.03 2.57 0.29 2.60 0.35
70.23 2.57 0.28 2.53 0.30
75.43 2.60 0.29 2.59 0.29
80.63 2.58 0.30 2.59 0.32
85.84 2.55 0.32 2.64 0.32
91.04 2.59 0.32 2.56 0.30
96.24 2.56 0.32 2.64 0.35




We have performed some preliminary numerical simulations of both pure linear and cyclic films
and of an equimolar linear-cyclic blend. This study was aimed to reach an understanding of the
time and length-scales involved in the computer simulations of the system of interest. The most
important information we gained during this preliminary investigation of the system was that it
needs to be equilibrated for longer times when the period boundary conditions are interrupted along
the z-direction in order to generate an interface. When we tried to keep the polymers adsorbed
onto a wall positioned at a proper distance from the polymer film, we noted that polymer-polymer
interactions drove the polymer film far away from the wall and determined further shrinkage of its
thickness along the z-direction.
While the aim of this chapter was not to analyze in any detail the physics of the system, we
also observed some expected features. The first one is that when two empty space-polymer system
are generated, the system tends to further increase its particle density because polymer beads
can minimize their energy by moving far from the empty space and by enhancing the number of
interactions with themselves. Another evidence is that whether in melt or not, both the average
size and size polydispersivity of linear polymers are greater than those of cyclic polymers. In fact,
the absence of the loop constraint present in cyclic chains allows linear chains a greater flexibility.
The latter can be successfully used in order to further decrease their interaction energy by better






Self-consistent Gaussian Field Theory (GFT) predicts that when considering blends of linear and
cyclic polymers, the latter are expected to be preferentially enriched at the interface, and this
process is not influenced by the precise value of the molecular weight of the polymers [42]. Re-
cently, Wang and coworkers [12] used a sophisticated surface sensitive spectroscopic technique
(SL-MALDI-TOFMS) on polymer blends with polystyrene chemistry, that provided evidence of
enrichment of linear chains at the surface in the regime of lower cyclic composition [12]. Neutron
reflectivity (NR) experiments on the same systems showed that the degree of surface segregation
of cyclic polymers is dependant on the molecular weight of the cyclic chains [80]. The evidence
is that when chains possess a low molecular weight (≈ 2k), linear polymers enrich the surface
and the behavior expected theoretically (cyclic polymers absorbing preferentially to the surface)
emerges only in the limit of much longer polymer chains (≈ 37k). Numerical studies of linear-ring
polymer blends were performed with equilibrium and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simula-
tions [14, 81, 82] and focused mainly on the low-composition linear regime where the diffusion of
cyclic polymers is observed to decrease dramatically in comparison to linear chains [14]. Interfacial
and structural properties of polymer melts have also been investigated [83, 84], but not much atten-
tion has been given so far to polymer blends in the melt state. A Monte Carlo computer simulation
study by Yethiraj [52], conducted on mixtures of linear and branched chains, provided evidence
that when fluid-fluid interactions are activated among polmer beads, the branched polymers enrich
the surface while linear chains tend to maximize their cohesive energy by staying in the bulk of the
mixture because they are more flexible [52]. However, when fluid-fluid interactions are switched
off, the linear chains tend to enrich the surface, by providing evidence of a genuine entropy-driven
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mechanism. Evidence of an entropic segregation was also reported recently for cyclic polymers in
cylindrical confinement [85]. The experimental evidence of the relevance of entropy in determining
the surface excess at the air-polymer film interface was recently provided by Lee and coworkers [13]
for blends of branched and linear polymer chains. In the case of a low-energy surface, such as air
or vacuum, the polymer species with the lower cohesive energy density is expected to be favored
at the surface because of its lower surface tension [42, 52].
In this chapter, we keep our description of polymer interactions in terms of the bead-spring
model of Grest and Kremer [25, 26], and we initially explore some selected systems where linear











total number of cyclic and linear polymers in the simulation box. We generated initial configu-
rations for binary mixtures of linear and cyclic polymers of Nb = 7, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100 beads per
polymer and the blend is exposed to empty space at low- and high-z values. Just to anticipate
some quantities of interest, the chain length and the concentrations were varied to analyze and
to compare the short and the long-chains dynamics in determining surface enrichment. Our aim
was to understand the possible microscopic mechanisms underlying polymer enhancement at the
interface, and in achieving this goal we wanted to understand the role of entropic factors, such as
architecture, molecular weight, and the position of chain-ends of linear polymers, in determining
which of the two polymer species will preferentially be absorbed at the interface. While we focus
initially just on the compositions where experiments observed an anomalous enhancement of linear
polymers in comparison to cyclic ones (anomalous because of the different theoretical predictions
by the GFT), in a different section we also explore the whole composition regime.
4.2 Model and Methods
The initial configuration was prepared by inserting the centers of mass of linear and cyclic polymers
randomly onto the sites of a parallepiped lattice. The lattice parameters of the parallepiped box
were chosen large enough to avoid the formation of knots between cyclic and linear polymers. Also
their beads were occupying random positions in space compatible with the FENE potential, as
it is described below. For both the two polymer species, the distance between subsequent beads
was initially made equal to the minimum of the FENE potential dFENE. In order to generate the
initial conformation of a linear polymer as an open chain of beads we proceeded as follows:
• Starting from an initial point in space, we selected a random direction (in terms of a unit
vector), and we positioned a ghost particle to a distance equal to dFENE.
• We allocated the subsequent particle along the chain by using as a starting point for the
unit vector the new ghost particle allocated before, and we iterated the procedure reported
in these two bullet points again. We stopped the iteration when we reached a number of
particles equal to the degree of polymerization.
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In order to generate an initial conformation of a cyclic polymer as a closed chain (loop) of
particles, we proceeded as follows:
• Starting from an initial point in space, we selected a random direction (in terms of a unit
vector), and we positioned a particle to a distance equal to dFENE.
• Starting from that particle, the position of the subsequent one is generated to a distance
equal to dFENE with probability p = 1 − NNb along the direction determined by the unit
vector with components given by uniformly-generated random numbers in the interval [0, 1].
In the formula of the probability p, N is the current number of particles of the growing cyclic
polymer and Nb is the degree of polymerization. Otherwise (this is done with probability
1−p), we generate a unit vector with direction parameters corresponding to those of the line
connecting the last particle of the growing cyclic polymer with the first one.
There are two events which could possibly spoil the algorithm. Let us analyze them in detail:
the first one is when we come closer to the initial particle of the cyclic chain before we complete
positioning in space particle number Nb − 1. In this case, the algorithm will select the position of
the subsequent particle by placing it along a random direction (likewise we did for beads of linear
polymers). The other possibility is that the particle number Nb − 1 does not come close enough
to the initial particle i.e. it is distant from the initial particle more than 2×dFENE. However
this event is very unlikely because we continuously bias the choice of the unit vector so that the
probability that we place the next particle along the direction connecting it to the initial one, it
does increase with the total number of particles of the growing cyclic polymer.
When particle number Nb − 1 is added to the growing polymer, we need to place the subsequent
one so that it is located at a distance equal to dFENE from both the initial particle (particle
1) and particle number Nb. In this case, we close the loop by adding particle number Nb with
coordinates given analytically by the solution of the system of three equations where two equations
fix the distance of the first particle, and of particle number Nb − 1 to be equal to dFENE from
Nb, and the last equation is given by the condition that the first particle, particle number Nb − 1,
and the center of mass of the cyclic polymer belong to the same plane. Then, since there are two
possible solutions to this coupled system of equations (the system is a second order one and it has
three equations: for the sake of completeness and also to avoid to make the thesis crowded with
long formulas, we did not report the solutions of the system in the thesis [78]), we select the one
that places particle number Nb in the position more distant from the center-of-mass of the cyclic
polymer. This choice reduces the number of rejections due to the fact that most particles have
already been allocated in positions closer to the polymer center-of-mass.
Almost all of the computer simulations were executed in two different clusters: 1) the 920
processor 2.8 GHz AMD Opteron cluster available in the research group of Prof M. Tsige at the
University of Akron, USA. 2) The 50 compute nodes, each with dual Xeon e5-2680v2 CPUs (10 core
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Ivy Bridge, 2.8 GHz base frequency) and 64 GB of RAM. Once a convenient number of polymers
was generated by means of the procedure detailed above, and these polymers were allocated to
the lattice sites of the initial parallepiped box, a LAMMPS MD simulation with the directive
fix/DEFORM was used to shrink the box isotropically to the desired volume. Initial configurations
at the desired density were simulated with full periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) for not less
than 107 MD steps. Then, PBCs were kept along the x-,y-dimensions, while along the z-dimension
the box was elongated so to expose polymers to empty space, and generate two vacuum-blend
interfaces at low- and high-z values. However, the discontinuance of the PBCs along the z-direction
means that the polymers localized in proximity of the edge of the box become broken since a part
of them will be shifted on the opposite side of the box at a distance exactly equal to Lz, which
is the original length of the box in the z-direction. Then, the broken polymers nearby the newly-
generated polymer-empty space interfaces had to be rebuilt and the configuration so obtained was
equilibrated for 108 MD steps. Quantities of interest were averaged out in the last 2−10 million MD




systems with smaller degrees of polymerization to N0 = 2 · 105 for systems with higher number of
beads per polymer. In studying the properties of the system in the simulation box as a function of
the distance from the interface, the polymer blend was subdivided along the direction orthogonal to
the interface into slices (bins) of size σ. Several time-dependent properties, including for example
time-averaged mean-square displacements and diffusion coefficients were calculated as averages
over single layers located at specific distances from the interface.
When we had to eliminate the bias of not having a clear flat, planar interface separating
the polymer mixture from the empty space, we constructed a instantaneous interface with the
procedure detailed below. In order to build a time-averaged number histogram for the particle (or
group of particles) being targeted, we first operated a partition of the simulation in cubic cells of
small size (σ) at a given time-step. An histogram was built by searching inside cells for particles
belonging to the targeted type. The cells were analyzed starting from the empty space and moving
along the z-axis inside the blend. In this procedure, the first-occupied cell defines the first bin of
the histogram. Once this calculation is iterated for all the cells starting from the empty space, the
final histogram is obtained by summing up all of them. Since the histogram reflecting the true
exposure of particles to empty space was built at a specific instant of time (corresponding to the
configuration of particles in the simulation box dumped at a specific timestep), we refer to these
calculations as those related to the ’instantaneous interface’. Obviously, system configurations are
being dumped with a certain frequency and the histogram reported in our calculations was always
averaged out over a number of frames. We can consider the following example to understand
how the procedure works. If we have particles of two types, circles and crosses (as reported in
Figure 4.1), and we want to calculate the instantaneous histogram for the number of crosses, the
first step is to build the renormalized histograms starting from the first unoccupied cell, as it is
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shown in moving from the top to the middle part of Figure 4.1. Empty space is supposed to be
located on the left of the figure. Once all these histograms are determined, they are summed up
bin by bin (see the bottom part of the figure) to get final histogram for the chosen configuration.
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the construction of the histogram for the number of crosses resulting from
the instantaneous interface for a two-dimensional system of crosses and circles.
4.3 The Low Cyclic Composition Regime
4.3.1 Density and Local Composition Profiles
The adsorption properties of linear-cyclic polymer blends at interface were characterized by cal-
culating the number density profile ρ(z∗) of the film, i.e. a quantity that is directly linked to
the volume fraction of beads and that is also accessible to experiments, as a function of distance
z∗ = z/σ from the surface, at different composition and chain length. As anticipated before, we
divided the simulation box into bins along the z−direction, with bin size ∆z = σ. This bin size
was chosen in order to get a good statistics (based on the total number of particles used in the
computer simulations), while at the same time selecting a length-scale over which analyzing the
local density equal to the size of polymer beads. Then, the local density for species i, where i ≡ c, l





where Ni,slice is the number of particles of polymer species i contained in a slice perpendicular to
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the interface of thickness σ, and Vslice is the volume of that slice. Obviously when the distance





from the interface, where V is now the total volume of the system. A similar consideration applies











l ) far from the interface.
However, since the total number of particles in the simulation box is a conserved quantity, we
expect ρi and c to be slightly different from the truly, corresponding bulk values: in other words,
if there is an enhancement or a depletion of particles at the interface, then the number of particles
available in the middle of the simulation box (the two blend-empty space interfaces are taken as
starting and ending references to define where the middle of the simulation is located) will be
different than the expected bulk value. The latter would be found just in the case the system is a
homogeneous one, i.e. no interface would exist to perturb the system). When we consider the local
composition c, we decided to still use the bulk value c0 = 0.7, 0.8 (depending on the composition





Figures 4.2-4.3 show the local density for the two type of chains as a function of the distance from
the interface. As expected, if we look at the panels reported in the same line (bottom for c0 = 0.7
or top panel for c0 = 0.8), we clearly see that the densities achieved by the two polymer species far
from the interface are very similar regardless of the degree of polymerization. This is important
since we would like to study the effect of polymer mass under the same density conditions. Note
again that the top panels of Figures 4.2-4.3 are for the higher linear chain composition (c0 = 0.8),
while the bottom ones for the lower one (c0 = 0.7). In fact, the densities of linear polymers far
from the interface get depleted in going from c0 = 0.8 to c0 = 0.7, while the opposite behaviour
happens for cyclic chains. However, there are subtle differences nearby the interface, which are
hardly detected by looking at the densities on the scale of Figures 4.2-4.3. We can start having
some idea of these differences by looking at Figures 4.4-4.5, where we report the local compositions
of linear and cyclic chains as a function of the distance from the interface. In order to spot any
variations from the bulk composition, we scaled the local compositions by the corresponding bulk
value, which is c0 = 0.8 (0.2 for cyclic polymers) for the top panels and c0 = 0.7 (0.3 for cyclic
polymers) for the bottom ones. As a general feature that emerges from the visualization of these
figures, we note that nearby the interface there is an enhancement of the local composition for
linear chains at short-intermediate chain lengths, and a corresponding depletion of this quantity
for cyclic chains. However, when we reach the degree of polymerization Nb = 50, we observe that
cyclic chains get enhanced and linear chains depleted correspondingly.


































































































Figure 4.2: Local density profiles of free-standing films made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers
(middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top

































































































Figure 4.3: Local density profiles of free-standing films made of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers
(middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8
(top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
function of chain length, and it summarizes our main finding: linear polymers enrich the surface
in the case of short-chain lengths, while the opposite happens in the limit of long-chain lengths.
In order to get a clear understanding of the effect of increasing the chain length for the two
polymer species, we focus now on a direct comparison of the results for short-chains against those
for long-chains. The top panel of Figure 4.6 shows the average number density histogram ρ = N/V
for Nb = 10, 100 and for the two polymer species as a function of the distance from the interface.






















































































Figure 4.4: Local Composition profile of free-standing films made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-
mers (middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8





















































































Figure 4.5: Local Composition profile of free-standing films made of 30-mers (leftmost panels),
50-mers (middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations:
c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
In the figure, the upper curves are for linear polymers, while the lower ones are for cyclic ones.
The densities of the two species far from the interface are in the ratio 30 : 70, as expected for the
case c = 0.7. Let us focus on the upper curves, which are reported both in the main top panel
and in the inset, that zooms over the blend very close the interface. We note that the density of
short-chain linear polymers (Nb = 10) is enhanced with respect to the density of long-chain linear
polymers (Nb = 100). A different behavior emerges when we look at the pair of lower curves, which
represent the densities for cyclic polymers: the density of long-chain cyclic polymers is enhanced
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Figure 4.6: Top panel: particle density histogram as a function of the distance from the interface
for c = 0.7. The pair of bottom curves are for cyclic chains; upper ones for linear chains. Error
bars smaller than the size of the symbol are not reported. Inset: zoom of the region nearby the
interface. Bottom panel: local composition plot for linear polymers as a function of the distance
from the interface. Data are scaled by the bulk composition c0 = 0.7. Error bars smaller than the
size of the symbol are not reported.
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Table 4.1: Local compostions (linear polymers) vs chain length
Chain length 0.7 error 0.8 error
7-mers 0.7505 0.0116 0.8814 0.0141
10-mers 0.7434 0.0087 0.8704 0.0236
20-mers 0.7253 0.0240 0.8630 0.0170
30-mers 0.7160 0.0064 0.8505 0.0057
50-mers 0.6651 0.0073 0.7679 0.0065
100-mers 0.6032 0.0071 0.7665 0.0051
with respect to the density of short-chain cyclic polymers. The bottom panel of Figure 4.6 shows
the effect of these density enhancements. We can see that near the interface the local composition
c of linear polymers becomes enhanced with respect to the bulk value in the case of long chains
(Nb = 100), and depleted for short chains (Nb = 10). The evidence for short-chains is compatible
with what was reported in SL-MALDI-TOFMS experiments [12] for polystyrene polymers with
linear and cyclic architecture. In fact, the molecular mass of h-CPS2k and h-LPS2k polymers
used there is 2300/2700 g/mol, which by assuming an entanglement length Ne = 78 instead of
Ne = 35 as reported in Ref. [26] (the latter estimate is recognized to be a poor one for polystyrene
polymers), and a monomer mass 104 , it allows us to map the experimental system on a bead-spring
model with Nb = 10 − 11. Our results for long chains are also in qualitative agreement with the
predictions of GFT [86]. Table 4.1 reports the average local composition calculated for a thickness
of the surface layer equal to the bulk average radius of gyration for different chain lengths, and it
summarizes our main finding: linear polymers enrich the surface for short chain lengths, while the
opposite happens in the limit of long chain lengths. Our data predict that the threshold between
the two regimes is reached between Nb = 30− 50 beads per polymer, i.e. ≈ 7000− 12000 g/mol.
4.3.2 Radius of Gyration
As a first quantity to provide some insight into the behaviour highilighted in the previous section, we
looked at the radius of gyration Rg that is directly linked to polymer flexibility and conformational
entropy, and we calculated it as a function of the distance from the interface. We briefly summarize
the definition of it as reported in the previous chapter. The position of a polymer at time t is







where Nb is the number of monomers in a single polymer chain, and ~ri(t) is the vector describing














































































































Figure 4.7: Average perpendicular component radius of gyration of free-standing films made of
7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low













































































































Figure 4.8: Average perpendicular component radius of gyration of free-standing films made of
30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low
cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
the effective size of the single polymer in three dimensions at time t, which is described using the
mean square distance of polymer beads from the com. Then, the mean square distance from the
com can be averaged over different timesteps to get the square of the radius of gyration R2g:











However, since the geometry of our simulation box enhanced the formation of a polymer blend-
empty space interface which is parallel to the x-y plane, we can exploit this feature to study the
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structural rearrangement of the polymers near the interface by considering the transverse (⊥) and


































g‖. If we look at the transverse component of R
2
g as
a function of the distance from the interface, as reported in Figures (4.7)-(4.8), we note as a general
trend that both polymer species tend to become more folded in the direction perpendicular to the
interface as they approach it. These two quantities are scaled by their respective bulk counterparts,
as they are reported in Tables 4.2-4.3, in order to understand how the interface affects both the
size and the shape of the two polymer species. For short-chains it appears that regardless of the
composition change of the system from c = 0.7 (bottom panels of Figure 4.7 to c = 0.8 (top panels
of the same Figure), the values of R2g⊥ are very similar. However, there is a tendency of R
2
g⊥ to
become smaller in the intermediate range of distances from the interface for linear chains, and this
is a bit more marked for the composition where cyclic polymers are less diluted (c = 0.7). As we
consider the longer chains (see Figure 4.8), this is even more evident, and we even see that linear
chains end up possessing a smaller value of R2g⊥ at the interface. The evidence that sometimes
there are no data for the cyclic chains very close to the interface is due to their com being not
detected there across the different blend configurations dumped at different timesteps. The results
for the parallel component of R2g are reported in Figures 4.10-4.11, and show a similar trend as
it was detected for the transverse component. There are a couple of features which come out as
interesting ones when looking at these Figures more carefully. On one side, there is a tendency of
R2g‖ for cyclic chains to exhibit a maximum at intermediate distances or not far from the interface.
On the other one, we observe that the trend reported for the transverse component is even more
enhanced for R2g‖. The values of the three-dimensional radius of gyration along with its parallel
and tranverse components far from the interface are shown in Tables 4.2-(4.3. The similarity of
the values of R2g‖ and R
2
g⊥ far from the interface demonstrates that when the two polymers are
sufficiently far from the interface, their shapes are nearly spherical ones and there is no particular
shape they assume. Moreover, we note that linear chains are more unfolded than cyclic chains, as
it is expected because the absence of the loop in linear polymers makes them more flexible and
able to unfold to a larger extent. Similarly as in the case of the density and local composition
histograms, we can try to have a better understanding of the effect of changing the chain length
by comparing the radii of gyration for the two cases of short and long chains. In Figure 4.9, we
show the transverse RTg and parallel R
P
g components of Rg to the interface for the two polymers
species when Nb = 10, 100. The bulk Rg/σ for linear and cyclic polymers are, respectively, 1.44(1),
1.14(1) for Nb = 10, and 5.25(1), 3.72(1) for Nb = 100, as it is also reported in Table 4.3. We
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Figure 4.9: Left panel: Parallel component of the radius of gyration RPg as a function of the
distance from the interface for linear (full line) and cyclic polymers (dashed line). RPg is scaled by
its bulk value RPg,b. Pair of curves starting at z
∗ = 0.5 are for Nb = 10; pair of curves starting at
z∗ = 2.5 are for Nb = 100. Right panel: same as in the left panel for the transverse component
RTg as a function of the distance from the interface.
observe again that the polymers always fold as they get closer to the interface. The short-chain
case (see the pair of curves in the two panels of Figure (4.9) beginning at z∗ = 0.5) does not show
a significant difference between the two polymer species and the consistent lower values of Rg⊥
nearby the interface suggest that the two polymers get more folded along the direction transverse
to the interface. However, for the long-chain case (see the pair of curves in the two panels of
Figure 4.9 beginning at z∗ = 2.5) the evidence is that linear polymers get more folded than cyclic
polymers at the interface, with a bigger squeezing of their shape along the transverse direction than
cyclic polymers. In this case, cyclic polymers fail to fold significantly along the directions parallel
to the interface. These results provide evidence of a higher loss of conformational entropy of linear
polymers at the interface, indirectly supporting the cyclic chain enhancement at the interface for
long chains as the result of the likely higher values of conformational entropy achieved by them
at the interface in comparison to linear polymers. It is interesting to note that a more swollen
shape along the directions parallel to the interface was observed very recently in systems of pure
cyclic chains [55], and it was explained in terms of the topological excluded volume interaction
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Table 4.2: Values of radiis of gyration Rg of linear and cyclic com chains.
Concentration=0.2
Linear chain com Cyclic chain com
Chain length Rg3D Rg|| Rg⊥ Rg3D Rg|| Rg⊥
7-mers 1.169 0.653 0.640 0.930 0.534 0.524
10-mers 1.446 0.807 0.794 1.141 0.654 0.641
20-mers 2.140 1.199 1.182 1.659 0.949 0.936
30-mers 2.678 1.489 1.469 2.037 1.161 1.160
50-mers 3.521 1.971 1.960 2.701 1.570 1.477
100-mers 5.074 2.849 2.762 3.681 2.108 2.080
(repulsion) of blobs in a ring, that prevents other rings to be tangled. We also verified explicitly
the existence of such repulsion between cyclic chains at the interface by calculating the average
cyclic-cyclic energy per bead and finding a positive value for the energy (see section about energy
calculations reported later). Consistently, we observed that this repulsion diminished for longer
chains because the more swollen cyclic shape in the directions parallel to the interface favours
self interactions among cyclic polymers, eventually contributing to their enhancement nearby the
interface. These results show that linear polymers get better squeezed at the interface in the
long-chain case, which means that they lose a considerable amount of conformational entropy in
this case. On the contrary, in the 10-mers case their loss of conformational entropy is less than
the one of cyclic chains, which explain the reason why linear chains get preferentially adsorbed at
the interface for short-chains, while cyclic chains get preferentially adsorbed in the long-chain case.
Then, our results suggest that the process bringing linear polymers to the interface is driven by the
entropy, even though there are evident enthalpic reasons which also play a role in the long-chains
case because linear polymers in the bulk possess a larger energy per bead as compared to cyclic
polymers due to their higher flexibility (see the section discussing the energy of the two polymer
species). For the 10-beads case (left panel of the Figure) we observe a similar drop of the average
radius of gyration for both cyclic and linear chains starting from the bulk and going toward the
interface. Both the radii of gyrations drop down to nearly half of the bulk radius of gyration
nearby the interface. Cyclic polymers seem to have a slightly smaller radius of gyration than linear
polymers at the interface. In the 100-mers case (see the right panel of the Figure), we observe
that similarly as for 10 beads, the drop becomes evident when we are at a distance of the order of
the radius of gyration from the interface. However, the linear polymers exhibit a noticeable bigger
drop in the radius of gyration at the interface than the cyclic polymers.








































































































Figure 4.10: Average parallel component of the radius of gyration of free-standing films made of
7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low







































































































Figure 4.11: Average parallel component radius of gyration of free-standing films made of 30-mers
(leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic
concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
with the chain length for cyclic chains. The interest into this feature is due to the fact that it was
recently demonstrated [39] that some topological properties of cyclic chains, including non-knotting
and nonconcatenation lead to a peculiar way the square of gyration of cyclic polymers scale with
the degree of polymerization. At short-chain lengths (like the ones we consider in our thesis, n.b.
even if we distinguish between short and long chain cases for the sake of illustration, the range of
chain lengths we investigated belongs in general to the short chain regime), rings are found to be
approximately Gaussian. This regime is associated with the scaling R2g ∝ N2ν and ν = 1/2. For
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Table 4.3: Values of radii of gyration Rg of linear and cyclic com chains.
Concentration=0.3
Linear chain com Cyclic chain com
Chain length Rg3D Rg|| Rg⊥ Rg3D Rg|| Rg⊥
7-mers 1.168 0.653 0.638 0.930 0.533 0.524
10-mers 1.445 0.809 0.794 1.141 0.655 0.641
20-mers 2.133 1.194 1.178 1.651 0.949 0.924
30-mers 2.678 1.498 1.472 2.037 1.171 1.137
50-mers 3.520 1.996 1.977 2.646 1.528 1.462
100-mers 5.238 2.930 2.902 3.662 2.093 2.071
longer chains the value ν = 25 is expected instead and found in theoretical [38], numerical [33, 35],
and experimental [87] works. A smooth crossover from the Gaussian to the regime with ν = 25 was
found in Ref. [39], when the length of the rung exceedes a few entanglement lengths. When the
chain length is far greater than a few entanglement lengths, a conformational transition bringing
the cyclic polymers to assume a globular shape is expected, and ν = 13 . In Figure 4.12, we report
the way the exponent ν varies for the system sizes we have considered as a function of the distance
from the interface. We find that in the bulk regime, far from the interface, our chains exhibit
Gaussia behaviour, in agreement with what was found in the literature [39]. However, when the
distance to the interface decreases, we observe a smooth transition to lower values for ν (see left
panel of Figure 4.12). The value that is going to be for ν at the interface is not clear since when
we approach the interface the density decreases and the quality of our statistical data deteriorates.
On the right panel we demonstrate that by excluding the data for Nb = 100 at z∗ = 2.5 in the
evaluation of the exponent. A good reasonfor doing that is because for that chain length you
observe the first meaningful result for Rg exactly at 2.5, that could possibly make its usage unfair.
4.3.3 Instantaneous Interface
Now we try to use the approach discussed in the Methods section in order to avoid the bias of not
having a flat interface separating the empty space from the polymer blend. The very first thing
we would like to understand is whether the approach calculating particle histograms starting from
the instantaneous interface is able to provide us with a different evidence as related to linear or
cyclic chain ehancement at the interface. For this reason, we started targeting the two different
polymer species and we reported the related histograms as a function of the distance from the
instantaneous interface in Figures 4.13 - 4.14. At short chains lengths, we clearly saw that linear






























Figure 4.12: Left panel: Exponent of the mean square radius of gyration RPg as a function of the
distance from the interface for cyclic polymers at composition c0 = 0.7. Left panel corresponds to
the estimate performed by using all the chain lengths. Right panel corresponds to the case where
at z∗ = 2.5, the case Nb = 100 was excluded.
the composition where cyclic polymers are more dense (see bottom panels), we note that as the
chain length increases, the difference between the percentage of the two polymer species becomes
very narrow. When we look at the higher chain lengths (see Figure 4.14), this regime of overlap
between the percentages of the two polymer species at the interface persists, and eventually when
the chain length becomes very high (see right panels), we found that cyclic polymers get more
adsorbed at the interface. It is interesting to note that the threshold for passing from the linear
enhancement to the cyclic one when using the standard approach was between Nb = 30−50 beads
per polymer (see Table 4.1), while the one predicted by our calculations based on the instantaneous
interface is now between Nb = 50 − 100 beads per polymer. Another aspect emerging from the
visualization of the figures is that the concentration of cyclic polymers is generally subject to
higher fluctuctions as we move far away from the interface in the case of longer chain lengths (see
Figure 4.14).
Before understanding the reason why we made the subsequent calculation, we have to consider
that we did not provide so far any explanation of the enhancement at the interface of linear polymers




















































































































































































































Figure 4.13: Average percentage number of polymer species made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-
mers (middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8











































































































































































































Figure 4.14: Average percentage number of polymer species made of 30-mers (leftmost panels),
50-mers (middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations:
c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
linear chains (as in the present case where we consider low compositions of cyclic polymers),
it is possible to show within linear response theory that these profiles are precisely produced
by attractive surface potentials of entropic origin for chain-ends. The real existence of these
potentials of entropic origin was demonstrated very recently by neutron reflectometry and Raman
spectroscopy measurements performed on linear and branched polymer blends of PMMA [13]. In
order to detect the presence of chain-ends of linear polymers at the interface, we had then to
eliminate the bias of not having a clear flat, planar interface separating the polymer mixture from
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Figure 4.15: Left panel: histogram of the percentage of chain-ends of linear polymers as a function
of the distance from the interface. Right panel: same as in the left panel for the percentage of
middle-beads of linear polymers.
the empty space. This is the main reason we tried to look at the position of these chain-ends by
using the procedure based on the istantaneous interface. Chain-ends as a function of the distance
from the instantanous interface are reported in Figures 4.17 - 4.18. As a general comment, we note
that for both the compositions under scrutiny the number of chain-ends at the interface tends to
become higher with the chain length, even if the trend does not look as a monotonic one. In the
same Figures, we also targeted the middle beads of linear chains in order to have a clear reference
for the observed enhancement of chain-ends. The evidence is that the percentage of middle beads
at the interface is always smaller than the percentage of chain-ends.
In order to provide the reader with a more clear comparison between the short- and long-
chain chases, we reported on the right panel of Figure 4.15 the percentage of chain-ends of linear
polymers as a function of the distance from the instantaneous interface for the cases Nb = 10, 100.
The comparison confirms a clear enhancement of the number of chain-ends at the interface with
respect to the bulk , no matter of the degree of polymerization. Thus, in the short chain case we
can explain the previously observed enhancement of the composition of linear polymers in terms
of the existence of an entropic mechanism due to the chain-ends getting preferentially adsorbed
at the interface. Although the percentage of chain-ends reported in Figure 4.15 is even larger
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Figure 4.16: (a): Sketch of a configuration for a linear polymer with chain-ends attached to the
interface and middle bead close to the interface. (b): same as in (a) for the case in which the
middle bead is far away from the interface.
for the long chain case, the entropic contribution originating from their presence does not likely
have a sufficient magnitude to overcome the loss of conformational entropy of linear polymers (see
the small values achieved by the Rg components of linear polymers reported in Figure 4.9. In
the long chain case, the competition of these two different entropic terms favours cyclic polymers
enrichment at the interface. In the right panel of Figure 4.15, we targeted again the middle beads of
linear chains and not suprisingly we found that their percentage number is also slightly enhanced.
In fact, by looking at Figure 4.9 we note that the parallel component of the radius of gyration
of linear polymers nearby the interface is always larger than the transverse component, which is
indicative of linear polymers assuming a more swollen shape along the directions parallel to the
interface. This configuration is compatible with the geometry sketched on Figure 4.16; (a), where
middle beads of linear polymers tend to stay closer to the interface.
4.3.4 Diffusion coefficients
In this section, we analyze the diffusion of the center-of-mass (com) of polymer chains as a function
of the distance from the interface. In general, the diffusion coefficient of a homogeneous system is
computed as the slope of the mean-square displacement (MSD) of the coms as a function of the
time interval. In fact, when sufficiently long time intervals are considered the ballistic regime is
avoided and the system is in the linear regime. In this case, the MSD and the diffusion coefficient
are linked by the Einstein relation:
〈∆r(t)2〉 = dDt, (4.8)
where d is a coefficient whose value depends on the dimensionality of the system: d = 6, 4, 2 for


























































































































































































































Figure 4.17: Average percentage number of chain-ends and middle points of linear polymers made
of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low



























































































































































































































Figure 4.18: Average percentage number of chain-ends and middle points of linear polymers made
of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at
low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom panels).
in looking at the two different components of the 3D diffusion coefficient, which inform us about
the mobility of polymer species in the directions perpendicular (transverse) and parallel to the
interface. Similarly as for the radius of gyration, these two components are easily defined in terms
of the geometry of the parallepiped simulation box since the interface was generated along the x-y
plane. However, since we are interested in looking at the diffusion coefficient as a function of the
distance from the interface, the MSD must be calculated accordingly. Then if we let Γ(t, t + τ)
designate the set of all particles that stay in the layer {a, b} during the time interval between t
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Table 4.4: Values of diffusion coefficient in the bulk of linear and cyclic com chains computed from
the slope of MSD in the linear regime using Einstein relation.
Concentration=0.3
Linear chain com Cyclic chain com











7-mers 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.157 0.157 0.158
10-mers 0.201 0.201 0.202 0.105 0.105 0.104
20-mers 0.089 0.089 0.089 0.066 0.050 0.098
30-mers 0.056 0.054 0.056 0.042 0.031 0.065
50-mers 0.034 0.035 0.033 0.025 0.018 0.040
100-mers 0.017 0.018 0.016 0.011 0.011 0.010
and t+ τ , and N(t) the number of particles in the layer at time t, the transverse 〈∆r(τ)2〉T{a,b} and











(zi(t+ τ)− zi(t))2, (4.9)










[(xi(t+ τ)− xi(t))2 + (yi(t+ τ)− yi(t))2]. (4.10)
In Figure 4.21, we report only a few MSDs for the composition c0 = 0.7 and for Nb = 10, 30, 100
for demonstrating that a decent linear behaviour is found for them in a reasonably long time
interval. The data are reported for both the transverse and parallel MSDs for bins nearby (Surface
parallel and transverse) and far from the interface (Bulk parallel and transverse). In general the
parallel MSD as calculated nearby the interface (Surface) is the one that grows the quickest and
quicker than the corresponding transverse component. The parallel MSD as calculated far from
the interface (Bulk) is also generally growing faster than the corresponding transverse component,
with the exception of the case Np = 0.3 where they assume similar values.
The parallel components of the diffusion coefficient as a function of the distance from the
interface are reported in Figures 4.22-4.23. Also in this case, the diffusion coefficients are scaled
by their bulk counterparts as reported in Tables 4.4-4.5. Generally, we see that the diffusion of
the two polymer species increases as they get closer to the interface from the bulk. This feature is
easily understood since our system is exposed to a empty space, and we know that as the interface
is approached the density profile tends to drop to zero (see Figures 4.2-4.3). However, when the
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Table 4.5: Values of diffusion coefficient in the bulk of linear and cyclic com chains computed from
the slope of MSD in the linear regime using Einstein relation.
Concentration=0.2
Linear chain com Cyclic chain com











7-mers 0.313 0.314 0.312 0.161 0.163 0.158
10-mers 0.205 0.214 0.187 0.107 0.112 0.098
20-mers 0.089 0.090 0.089 0.048 0.048 0.048
30-mers 0.056 0.056 0.055 0.030 0.031 0.029
50-mers 0.032 0.032 0.031 0.017 0.018 0.016
100-mers 0.018 0.019 0.016 0.010 0.009 0.010
interface is very close (i.e. different chain length and composition) we observe in most of the cases a
dramatic drop of the diffusion coefficient. In some cases, we observe a drop that is not as dramatic
with the diffusion coefficients being still higher than the bulk value. What emerges is that for
the lower degrees of polymerization (see Figure 4.22) the cyclic polymers tend to have a smaller
enhancement of their parallel diffusion as the interface is approached, and very close to the interface
their parallel mobility is lower or similar to the one of linear polymers. This result is compatible
with what we observed in the left panel of Figure 4.9, where for small Nb the two polymer species
exhibit a similar folding of their shape along the interface (the percentage decrease of their parallel
component of the radius of gyration with respect to the bulk case is similar). Moreover, since
cyclic polymers tend to increase their size a bit along the parallel directions to the interface as the
interface is approached, the higher growth of the mobility of linear polymers reported in Figure 4.22
is also better understood. When we look at the higher degrees of polymerization (see Figure 4.23),
the feature that is worth of note is that when we increase the chain length the parallel mobility
drop of linear polymers with respect to the bulk near the interface becomes eventually bigger than
the one of cyclic chains, although the mobility of both polymer species remains higher than the
one far from the interface. This result should be analyzed by also looking at the right panel
of Figure 4.9, where we observed that the parallel-to-the-interface dimension of linear polymers
shrinks far more than the corresponding one for cyclic polymers nearby the interface. The picture
is complete when we also remember that in the case of long chains, the local composition of linear
polymers is depleted with respect to the bulk value (see Figure 4.5). In other words, at the interface
there are now less linear polymers than far from the interface and they are more squeezed along
the interface. This local population of linear polymers is then moving less quickly along the same
directions it is more folded, and it is mixed with a local population of cyclic polymers that did
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not change its shape much in comparison to the bulk case. Finally, this local population of cyclic
polymers is higher than the one far from the interface (the local composition of cyclic polymers in
enhanced with the respect to the expected bulk value of 1− c0 = 0.7, 0.7). We note that especially
for longer chains it becomes difficult to get enough statistical data closer to the interface since the
com of polymers is likely to be found at distances higher than the chosen bin size for the histograms
(σ). This issue also arose when considering the radius of gyration in proximity of the interface for




















































































































Figure 4.19: Transverse component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-
mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom
panels).
When we look at the mobility of polymer species in the direction perpendicular to the interface
in Figures 4.20 - 4.19, we observe that in general cyclic polymers tend to have a similar mobility as
the linear ones, besides when the interface is approached: in this case cyclic polymers appear to have
a similar or a smaller transverse mobility than linear ones. Another feature worth of consideration
is the minimum in the transverse diffusion observed for both the two polymer species at a range of
distances that seems quite unaltered when different degrees of polymerization are used: 4σ − 6σ.
A possible explanation of this feature can be found in a close observation of Figures 4.4 - 4.5. In
fact, we note that the deviation of the local composition from the respective bulk values for the
two polymer species begins roughly over the same range of distances from the interface. Then, we
might argue that the system manages to mantain its bulk composition until a distance of 4σ − 6σ
to the interface is reached, by decreasing the tranverse diffusion coefficient with respect to the
corresponding bulk value. However, when the distance to the interface becomes eventually very
small, the presence of the interface (empty space) cannot be ignored anymore and the diffusivity of














































































































Figure 4.20: Transverse component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-









































































































































Figure 4.21: Time-averaged components of the mean square displacement of cyclic (top) and linear
(bottom) chains as a function of time for different blend regions as reported in the legend. Thickness
of the selected region is σ. Results are shown for Nb = 10 (left panels), 30 (middle panels) and 100
(right panels) at c0 = 0.7. Time is in units of 104 timesteps.
4.3.5 Interaction Energies of polymer species
In this section we focus on the interaction energy among polymer beads. We remind that in our
model polymer beads are interacting via the Lennard-Jones 12 − 6 pair potential, and that the
















































































































Figure 4.22: Parallel component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-





















































































































Figure 4.23: Parallel component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-
mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom
panels).
chains. Thus, there is no preferential enthalpic contribution favouring self-interactions between
polymer beads belonging to the same species, or crossed interactions between polymer beads be-
longing to different species. In other words, any effect as related to mixing or separation in the
blend is not driven by the energy but if detected, it is genuinely triggered by the different topology
of the two polymer species.
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Figure 4.24: Energy per bead of different polymer species as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels), and 20-
mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom
panels). ALL refers to the energy per bead as calculated regardless of the nature of the bead. SELF
refers to the energy per bead as calculated by considering beads belonging to the same polymer
species only.
The energies per bead for the two polymer species are reported in Figures 4.24 - 4.25 as a
function of the distance from the interface. In the Figures, we also report both the total energy
per bead, that is calculated by considering all of the energy contributions originating from polymer
beads of any species surrounding a generic bead of the selected species, and the self-energy per bead,
that is calculated by taking into account only the surrounding beads belonging to the same species.
Obviously self-energies per bead of cyclic polymers are less negative than those of linear polymers
because we are considering the cases where the composition of linear polymers is greater than 0.5,
so there are more linear polymers in the simulation box. The first thing we note is that the self-
energy of cyclic polymers tends to decrease with the increase of the molecular mass (chain length)
of the polymers. However, the self-energy of linear polymers remains almost unaltered with the
increase of Nb. If we look at the total energy per bead, we note that it remains almost unchanged
when we increase the degree of polymerization, and that its values are also very similar across the
two polymer species. The reason for that is: we expect the local environment of beads (i.e. the
number of neighbouring beads and the distribution of their distances from any targeted bead) to be
very similar regardless of the targeted polymer species, if the system stays in a homogeneous phase.
However, this is not the case when we consider the short-chains, in fact the total energies per bead
of the two species tend to be more different as we decrease the chain length (see Figure 4.24), with
the total energy per bead of cyclic polymers becoming less and less attractive than the one of linear
polymers. This feature is evidently triggered by what we already noted before: cyclic chains tend
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to have a more attractive self-energy as we increase the chain length. In other words, as we decrease
Nb, the self-energy of cyclic polymers become less and less attractive, driving the total energy per
bead of cyclic polymers to drift far apart the total energy per bead of linear polymers. This effect
is clearly driven by the loop topology of cyclic chains, which generates a geometrical constraint on
cyclic molecules preventing them from packing against each other effectively as linear chains. In
fact, the globular shape of cyclic chains is particularly evident at low degrees of polymerization,
and its compactness prevents beads of different cyclic molecules to stay close to each other as
effectively as the ones of linear polymers. More importantly, in this limit a single cyclic chain will
have a considerably less chance to fold onto itself as efficiently as a linear polymer so to increase
the number of contacts betweem non-consecutive beads belonging to it, even if the extent they fold is
similar to the one of linear chains. We remind that for short chains we noted that linear and cyclic
chains at the interface appear to fold similarly, as reported in Figure 4.9. Our findings highlight
that the better ability of linear chains to pack onto chains of the same species so to minimize their
self-energy is an especially important factor when we consider short chain lengths. This energy
gain of cyclic polymers at low degrees of polymerization is a genuine enthalpic effect, and it is
also one of the factors which determine cyclic chain depletion at the interface (i.e. linear chain
enhancement) for systems with small polymer mass.
Cyclic polymers tend also to exhibit a minimum of the self-energy at intermediate distances from
the interface (4σ-5σ), that becomes more evident when we increase the degree of polymerization.
For all the systems, if we extrapolate the energy per bead at any distance from the interface so to
take into account the fact we are considering the higher linear composition regime, we find that
should cyclic polymers be in the same number as linear polymers they would have always a higher
energy than the one of linear polymers. That means linear polymers tend to stay closer to each
other than cyclic polymers, which is something intuitively understood if we consider that the linear
topology, i.e. the higher flexibility of linear polymers, far from the interface allows linear chains to
pack against each other better than cyclic chains. This is another enthalpic effect which tends to
favour linear polymers far from the interface, since there they can minimize their self-energy more
than cyclic polymers. However, to understand the reason why in the short-chain case this effect
is not effective in favouring linear polymers at the interface we need to keep in mind our previous
considerations, and take also into account the role of the conformational and chain-end entropy
contributions discussed before.
The self-energy of cyclic beads is always repulsive close to the interface, while the one of linear
beads is always negative with the exception of the case with the highest molecular mass and the
lower linear composition. In general, we emphasize again that the self-energy of cyclic beads tends
to become less repulsive near the interface when the molecular mass is increased. Overall, that
makes the deviation between the self-energies of linear and cyclic chains at the interface larger for
low degrees of polymerization and smaller for higher degrees of polymerization. This behaviour is
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compatible with what we observed before, i.e. the composition of linear chains is enhanced with
respect to the bulk case for short chains and the one of cyclic chains get enhanced instead in the
case of long chains.
In order to draw some important conclusions about our analysis of the energy of the system, we
focus on the total energy per bead and we make an interesting comparison between the short and
long chain cases. In Figure 4.26 we show the total energy per bead of the two polymer species as
a function of the distance from the interface for Nb = 10 (left panel) and Nb = 100 (right panel).
The total energy per bead is higher for cyclic polymers across the whole range of distances from
the interface when we consider the small chain case (see left panel of Figure 4.26). Since cyclic
polymers are way less flexible than linear polymers at small degrees of polymerization, they pack
less efficiently and achieve a less than optimal number of pair interactions among their beads.
This comparison highlights the severe constraint imposed on the flexibility of cyclic polymers by
the loop topology when their chain length is small. Then, linear polymers can achieve a lower
interfacial free energy than cyclic polymers because they minimize their surface energy more than
cyclic chains, while at the same time maximizing their entropy by exposing their chain-ends to the
surface. In this scenario, linear enhancement at the interface at short chain lengths is the result of
an entropy-mediated process, where also the enthalpy is playing an important role.
If we consider the long chain case, the first thing we observe is that the total energy per bead
of the two polymer species becomes now very similar regardless of the distance from the interface
(see right panel of Figure 4.26). This comparison clearly shows that when the chain lengths is
long enough, the loop constraint becomes less important in undermining the flexibility of polymer
chains. Cyclic polymers are now likely to achieve a lower interfacial free energy than linear polymers
because they possess an higher conformational entropy (see Figure 4.26), while their surface energy
is not that different than the one of linear chains. Then, cyclic enhancement at long chain lenghts
emerges as a genuine entropic process, driven once again by the loop geometry which prevents
cyclic chains to fold at the interface as efficiently as linear chains.
4.3.6 Percolation
In this section, we try to analyze the percolation properties of the system. For this reason, we
scanned the system configurations at different timesteps in order to spot the formation of clusters
formed by the same polymer species. Two chains are considered to belong to the same cluster
if the distance of at least two of their beads is less or equal to the distance of the minimum of
the FENE potential. In other words, to identify clusters we look at polymers which are closer to
each other less than the bonding distance between two consecutive beads belonging to the same
chain. The quantity we were interested to calculate was the percentage of clusters starting from
the interface and their percolation size into the bulk of the blend. We also looked at the average
number of polymers these clusters were formed of. The detection of a cluster percolating from the
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Figure 4.25: Transverse component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels), and 100-
mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic concentrations: c0 = 0.8 (top panels) and 0.7 (bottom
panels). ALL refers to the energy per bead as calculated regardless of the nature of the bead. SELF
refers to the energy per bead as calculated by considering beads belonging to the same polymer
species only.
interface is made by looking at the z-coordinate of the polymer bead, which is located more distant
from the interface. In order to locate unambiguosly the clusters percolating from the interface we
picked the smallest z-coordinate of the polymer beads belonging to the cluster, and we checked
whether it was found within a distance equal to the radius of gyration from the bead belonging to
the polymer with the smallest z-coordinate in the simulation box.
We start comparing the percolation properties of linear and cyclic polymers for small-intermediate
chains in Figure 4.27 - 4.28. In the case of 7 beads per polymer, on the average we do not find
clusters of more than one polymer for both the two polymer species. For Nb = 7, 20 and in the case
of linear polymers we have, respectively, a bit less than 5% and a bit more than 10% of clusters
of at least two polymers which are percolating up to a distance of nearly 8σ. In the case of cyclic
polymers, the percolating distance is below 4σ and for both the two degrees of polymerization
Nb = 10, 20 less than 5% of the clusters of nearly two polymers are reaching that distance. The
lower percolating distances for clusters of cyclic chains represent a reasonable finding considering
the comparatively smaller effective size of cyclic chains as compared to linear ones, as they were
reported in the tables of the section of the radii of gyration. The smaller percentage of percolat-
ing cluster observed for cyclic chains seems a trivial consequence of the lower cyclic composition
considered in Figure 4.27 instead of being an effect truly determined by the different topologies
of the two polymers. Another feature emerging from this analysis of small-intermediate degree of
polymerization is that we do not observe very large clusters starting from the interface, the biggest
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Figure 4.27: Percentage of percolating clusters starting from the interface as a function of the
distance from it for polymer species made of 7-mers (leftmost panels), 10-mers (middle panels),
and 20-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic composition: c0 = 0.7. Upper panels are the
results for linear chains. Bottom panels for cyclic chains. Insets report the average number of
polymers per cluster as a function of the distance from the interface.
ones consisting on the average of not more than two polymers.
In Figure 4.28 we report the percentage of percolating clusters for the intermediate-long chains.
For Nb = 30 and for linear chains, we see that the percolation length increases up to around 9σ
with at least nearly 5% of clusters still percolating and an average number of polymers up to 3− 5
polymers per cluster. For cyclic polymers the percolation distance and the number of clusters per
polymer do not substantially increase in comparison to Nb = 20 (see Figure 4.27), however the
percentage of percolating clusters does increase to become nearly 5%. For Nb = 50, we observe a
further increase of the percolating distance for linear polymers up to nearly 11σ, with a percentage
of percolating clusters still of the order of 5% at that distance and a number of average polymers
per cluster going down to nearly two again. In the case of cyclic chains the percolation distance
slightly increases to nearly 6σ, still with an average number of polymers per cluster equal to two.
The most striking effect is noted when the degree of polymerization becomes Nb = 100 for linear
polymers: while the percolation distance continues to grow up to nearly 14σ and nearly 5% of
the clusters end up possessing an average number of polymers per cluster of the order of 200. In
this case, there aremost likely a few clusters only containing most of the polymers. In the case of
cyclic polymers, we still observe a monotonic increase of the percolating distance up to 10σ and






















































































































































































Figure 4.28: Percentage of percolating clusters starting from the interface as a function of the
distance from it for polymer species made of 30-mers (leftmost panels), 50-mers (middle panels),
and 100-mers (rightmost panels) chains at low cyclic composition: c0 = 0.7. Upper panels are
the results for linear chains. Bottom panels for cyclic chains. Insets report the average number of
polymers per cluster as a function of the distance from the interface.
4.4 The equimolar regime
In this subsection, we provide a separate discussion of the results we obtained for the equimolar
case, i.e. c0 = 0.5. This case is particularly interesting because of the nature of our model system.
The two polymer species have similar LJ interactions with both polymers belonging to the same
and to different species. Then, any effect observed for this symmetrical composition shall be driven
by the different topology of the two chains, and we can also exclude any effect due to the packing
opportunities provided by the specific composition we are targeting. It is useful to recall that
the comspotion regime we were interested in is the one where cyclic chains are less concentrated
than linear chains, because that is the regime where experiments reveal a discrepancy with the
predictions of the GFT, and that is also the regime where the approximations adopted within the
GFT are valid.
4.4.1 Density and Local Composition Profiles
The density profiles as a function of the distance from the interface have been reported in Fig-
ure 4.29 for the chain lengths we considered in this research work, and the associated composition
profiles in Figure 4.30. The behaviour very close to the interface is not a monotonous one, at dif-
ference than the one we observed for the lower cyclic compositions. In general the density profiles
seem to indicate an amassing of cyclic chains which becomes larger as the degree of polymerization
is increased from Nb = 30 to 100, i.e. for the longer chains (see bottom panels of Figure 4.29. How-
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ever, this amassing is evident in the density profiles over a range of distances from the interface
between z∗ ≈ 2 to 6 − 8, with a clear tendency to become more extended far from the interface
as the chain length increases. However, the behaviour very close to the interface is not clear-cut,
especially if we look at the local composition profiles carefully (see Figure 4.30). In fact, while the
increased density of cyclic chains in the aforementioned range for longer chians is clearly mapped
onto the local composition profiles (see bottom panels of Figure 4.30), the observed enhancement
of the local composition very close to the interface is not revealing us any trend when the degree of
polymerization is increased from low to high values. We will understand this issue better later on,
when we shall be considering the results for surface adsorption by the perspective of calculations

































































































Figure 4.29: Local density profiles of free-standing films made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top
panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel: from left to right) at
equimolar composition.
4.4.2 Radius of Gyration
In this sub-section, we monitored again the radius of gyration Rg (we remind that this quantity
is linked to polymer flexibility and conformational entropy), as a function of the distance from
the interface. In the subsequent discussion, even if we refer to the average square of the radius
of gyration what we report in the figures is the value of the two components Rg⊥ and Rg‖ of the
radius of gyration as scaled by their respective bulk (far from the interface) values.
Looking at the transverse component of R2g as a function of the distance from the interface,
as reported in Figure 4.31 we retrieve the general trend observed for lower cyclic compositions,
i.e. both polymer species fold more and more in the direction perpendicular to the interface when
approaching it. However, as we increase the chain length we easily recognize that the transverse






















































































Figure 4.30: Local Composition profile of free-standing films made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers
(top panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel: from left to right)
at equimolar composition.
interface. By decreasing the linear composition from c0 = 0.8 to 0.5, we observe by comparison of
Figures 4.7,4.8 and 4.31 that for longer chains the separation between the transverse components
of the radius of gyration R2g⊥ of linear and cyclic polymers very close to the interface becomes in
general more marked, even though the amount of folding of linear polymers with respect to the
bulk value keeps almost unchanged. This feature is particularly evident for the longest chain length
considered, i.e. Nb = 100. For the longer chains (see bottom panels of Figure 4.31 we observe
again that in intermediate range of distances from the interface R2g⊥ becomes smaller for linear
chains when we increase the chain length, similarly as for the higher linear compositions discussed
before.
The results for the parallel component of R2g are reported in Figure (4.32). Similarly as it
was shown for the higher linear compositions in Figures 4.10 - 4.11, we clearly see the presence
of a maximum in R2g‖ at intermediate distances or not far from the interface, which is generally
more pronounced for longer chains. Once again, we note that linear polymers get more folded
along the directions parallel to the interface as compared to cyclic polymers, and that the relative
discrepancy between the R2g‖ of linear and cyclic polymers is more pronounced than the one
between the tranverse components R2g⊥. The failure of cyclic polymers to fold significantly along
the directions parallel to the interface as compared to linear polymers provide again evidence of
a higher loss of conformational entropy of linear polymers at the interface for long chains. This
effect should support cyclic chain enhancement at the interface for long chains, as we commented
before (the higher loss of conformational entropy by linear chains makes them un-favoured at the
interface), even if the results for the local composition as reported in the previous section were
unconclusive. However, we shall see that when taking into account the roughness of the polymer-
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vacuum interface in the next section we will come to a more reasonable picture for these results.
The comments that we made before for the observed swelling of the shape of cyclic chains along the
directions parallel to the interface still hold in the current case of equimolar composition, that is
explained in terms of the topological repulsion of blobs in a ring, which does not allow other rings
to be tangled [55]. Similarly it holds for the evidence of the existence of such repulsion between
cyclic chains at the interface when we look at the average cyclic-cyclic energy per bead, that is
positive (see the sub-section with energy calculations for the equimolar composition as reported
subsequently). This energetic repulsion diminishes for longer chains because the more open shape
of cyclic chains along the interface favours self interactions among cyclic polymers. Then, we would
not be surprised if we could verify by other means that for longer chains, the composition of cyclic













































































































Figure 4.31: Average perpendicular component radius of gyration of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top
panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel: from left to right) at
equimolar composition.
4.4.3 Instantaneous Interface
Now we eliminate the bias of not having a clear-cut planar interface between the empty space
and the polymer blend also for the equimolar case. Given the poor evidence of any trend in
the enhancement of one of the two polymer species at the surface, as it emerged in the previ-
ous density/local composition profiles, the next calculations are especially useful to highlight any
preferential adsorption. The percentage of linear and cyclic chains in each bin starting from the
instantaneous interface is reported in Figure 4.33. The evidence reported in this Figure is a clear
one and confirms what the previous calculations on the radius of gyration seemed to suggest to
us: by increasing the chain length (top panels from left to right and bottom panels again from left








































































































Figure 4.32: Average parallel component of the radius of gyration of free-standing films of 7-mers,
10-mers, 20-mers (top panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel:
from left to right) at equimolar composition.
chains (short-chain lengths), to a situation at intermediate chain lengths where the two species
are competing for getting to the surface, until eventually cyclic chains are more enhanced than
linear ones at the interface (long-chain lengths). In all the cases, the two polymer species are
enhanced at the interface with respect to their bulk values: it is their relative enhancement that
is different at the interface and it is suggesting us that we have enhancement of the composition
of linear polymers in the short chain case, and depletion in the long chain case. The threshold
for passing from linear enhancement to cyclic one is observed between Nb = 20 − 30 beads per
polymer for the equimolar composition, while it was detected at higher degrees of polymerization
for the higher linear compositions (see Figure 4.14). We also note that in this case it is not the
concentration of cyclic polymers only that is subject to higher fluctuctions as we move far away
from the interface for the long-chain lengths, but the same holds also for the linear concentration
(compare Figures 4.14 and 4.33).
When we look at the percentage of chain-ends and middle-beads of linear polymers as a function
of the distance from the interface, as reported in Figure 4.34, we find once again that chain-ends
are always preferred at the interface. However, for the equimolar case we were also able to find
an interesting trend when comparing the enhancement of chain-ends and the one of middle beads
at the interface: while both the two quantities are enhanced, we note that chain-ends are always
more enhanced, which suggests once again the geometry sketched in Figure 4.16; (a) for the linear
polymers adsorbed at the interface; aside that, the relative difference between the chain-ends and
the middle beads enhancement tend to become larger as the chain length is increased from Nb = 7
to 100, which suggests that the geometry of the linear polymer of Figure 4.16; (a) standing flat at
the interface is particularly expected for short-chain lengths.
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The conclusions as related to these results are then similar to the ones we drew in the higher
linear chain composition regime. In the short chain case we can explain the observed and expected
enhancement of the composition of linear polymers in terms of the existence of an entropic mecha-
nism due to the chain-ends getting preferentially adsorbed at the interface. In the equimolar case,
the percentage of chain-ends reported in Figure 4.15 is found not that larger for the long chain case
in comparison to the short chain case, which suggests the entropic contribution originating from
their presence is even less likely to have a sufficient magnitude to overcome the loss of conforma-
tional entropy of linear polymers. In fact, now we can interpret the results reported in Figure 4.32,
showing that linear polymers get better folded at the interface in the long-chain case, in terms
of a much greater loss of conformational entropy of linear polymers as compared to cyclic chains.
In summary, in the long chain case, the competition of the entropy due to chain-ends (increasing
for linear chains) and the one due to polymer conformation (decreasing for linear chains) favours
cyclic polymers enrichment at the interface. For the short chain case, linear chains are expected
to preferentially enrich the surface because of the gain in entropy due to chain-ends, while the
conformational entropy is not playing a significant role due to the shortness of the polymer chains.
In this case, we will see once again that when considering also the enthalpic contribution to the
free energy of the system (see section reporting the energy calculations), that contribution will



















































































































































































































Figure 4.33: Average percentage number of polymer species made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top



























































































































































































































Figure 4.34: Average percentage number of chain-ends and middle points of linear polymers made
of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom
panel: from left to right) at equimolar composition.
4.4.4 Diffusion coefficients
The parallel and transverse components of the diffusion coefficient as a function of the distance
from the interface are reported in Figures 4.35 and 4.36, respectively. The diffusion coefficients
are scaled by their bulk counterparts, similarly as it was done in the previous section dealing with
the low cyclic compositions. The tendency of the diffusion coefficient of the two polymer species
to increase as they get closer to the interface from the bulk is still present in the equimolar case.
The main difference between the behaviour of the parallel and transverse components is that the
parallel diffusion coefficient of linear polymers tends to achieve higher maximum values in the
intermediate range of distances from the interface in comparison to cyclic chains. On the contrary,
the transverse component of the two polymer species is very similar and tends to exhibit the same
local minimum at values slightly below the respective bulk ones in the range of distances between
4− 6σ.
4.4.5 Interaction Energies of polymer species
In this section we focus on the interaction energy among polymer beads for the equimolar case. The
remarks we have done before still hold and we expect that since the energy parameters we selected
for the study of this section are the same for both linear and cyclic chains, there won’t be any
preferential enthalpic contribution favouring self-interactions between polymer beads belonging to
the same species, or crossed interactions between polymer beads belonging to different species.
Besides that, the fact we are considering a 50%-50% case should make the energies of the two





























































































































Figure 4.35: Parallel component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top panel: from left to right),















































































































Figure 4.36: Transverse component of the diffusion coefficient as a function of distance from the
surface for polymer species made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top panel: from left to right),
30-mers, 50-mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel: from left to right) at equimolar composition.
different.
We keep the same notations adopted in the higher linear chain composition case, and we report
the total and self- energies per bead for the two polymer species in Figure (4.37) as a function of
the distance from the interface. As expected both the two different types of energy are similar
across the two polymer species. Strikingly enough, any difference in the near-interface values of
the energy are detected in the small chain cases only. Then, we can confirm also in the equimolar
case that this effect is driven by the loop topology of cyclic chains, which generates a geometrical
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constraint on cyclic molecules preventing them from packing against each other effectively as linear
chains. The fact that self-energies among linear polymers are smaller than cyclic ones, and that
the difference between the self-energies and the total energies as reported in Figure (4.37) are of
the same magnitude, strongly supports again that the better ability of linear chains to pack onto
chains of the same species so to minimize their self-energy is an especially important factor when we
consider short-chain lengths. What is most important to us is that this combined effect of energy
gain of linear polymers and energy depletion of cyclic polymers at low degrees of polymerization is
a genuine enthalpic effect, and it is also one of the factors which determine cyclic chain depletion at
the interface (i.e. linear chain enhancement) for systems with small polymer mass, as we anticipated
in the calculations based on the instantaneous interface. In other words, since cyclic polymers are
less flexible than linear polymers at small degrees of polymerization, they achieve a less than
optimal number of pair interactions among their beads with beads belonging to the same species.
Once again, the lack of flexibility of cyclic polymers as determined by the loop topology when their
chain length is small emerges as a tight constraint affecting their tendency to move towards the
surface. The better minimization of their surface energy, allows linear polymers to achieve a lower
interfacial free energy than cyclic polymers, by also being assisted by the maximization of their
entropy thanks to the mechanism offered by their chain-ends.
In the long chain case, the energies per bead tend to become very similar both nearby the
interface and far away from it, as shown in Figure 4.37. The conclusion is again that when
the chain lengths is long enough, the loop constraint becomes less important in undermining the
flexibility of polymer chains. Cyclic polymers will achieve a lower interfacial free energy than
linear polymers because they possess an higher conformational entropy, as it was demonstrated in
Figure 4.32.
4.4.6 Percolation
When looking at the percolation of the two polymer species starting from the interface, we calcu-
lated again the percentage of clusters starting from the interface and their percolation size into the
bulk of the blend, as well as the average number of polymers these clusters were formed of. The
procedure to detect a cluster percolating from the interface has already been explained in the pre-
vious section considering the case of low cyclic compositions. The relavant percolation properties
of linear and cyclic polymers are reported for Nb = 10, 30, 50 beads per polymer in Figure 4.38.
This Figure shows clearly that the longer percolation distances from the interface reached by lin-
ear polymers (top panel) are not trivially due to the fact that before we were considering systems
where cyclic polymers were less concentrated than linear polymers. In fact, the percolation lengths
always extend deeper into the blend for clusters of linear polymers also in the equimolar case. This
evidence supports the idea of better self-packing properties achieved by linear chains in comparison
to cyclic ones, even in the case of small chain lengths.
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Figure 4.37: Energy per bead of different polymer species as a function of distance from the surface
for polymer species made of 7-mers, 10-mers, 20-mers (top panel: from left to right), 30-mers, 50-
mers, and 100-mers (bottom panel: from left to right) at equimolar composition. ALL refers to
the energy per bead as calculated regardless of the nature of the bead. SELF refers to the energy






















































































































































































Figure 4.38: Percentage of percolating clusters starting from the interface as a function of the
distance from it for polymer species made of 10-mers (leftmost panels), 30-mers (middle panels),
and 50-mers (rightmost panels) at equimolar composition. Upper panels are the results for linear
chains. Bottom panels for cyclic chains. Insets report the average number of polymers per cluster
as a function of the distance from the interface.
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Chapter 5
Experimental study of polymer
blends
5.1 Introduction
Organic thin film solar cells has evolved into a promising technology for renewable energy sources
in recent years, as a result of a steady improvement in power conversion efficiency (PCE) since the
first report of planar donor-acceptor heterojunction [88]. Notable improvement in PCE of organic
photovoltaic cell was observed after the introduction of bulk heterojunctions (BHJ) device struc-
ture employing blends of donor and acceptor materials. The phase separation between donors and
acceptors in the photoactive medium into nanoscale interpenetrating networks dramatically in-
creases the donor-acceptor interfaces per unit volume [60]. The most efficient BHJ-OTFSC devices
to date is fabricated based on conjugated polymers, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), blended with
soluble fullerene derivatives such as, [6, 6]−phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM). In fact,
the best blend of P3HT:PCBM in solar cells deliver power conversion efficiencies of (5-9)% [89, 90].
The chemical synthesis of various conjugated polymer molecules depicted in Figure 1.1 have also
brought light to the realization of OTFSC. Moreover, a number of investigations employing suit-
able buffer layers, mixed solvents and thermal annealing have been performed to optimize the
phase separation between P3HT and PCBM and induce crystallization into P3HT domain with
the objective of improving device performance. In addition, it has been reported that morphology
of the BHJ active layer in Polymer Solar Cells (PSCs) can be modified using mixed solvents and
additives [91] with different boiling points [92, 93] to induce more preferential phase segregations
in the blend. In experimental investigation Zhang et al.[92] recorded significant improvement in
Jsc from 3.2 to 5.2 mA/cm
2 in APFO-3:PC61BM blend solar cell by adding a small amount of
guest solvent chlorobenzene into a chloroform solution due to the formation of a more homoge-
neous nanomorphology. On the other hand, J. Peet et al [94] reported that the efficiency of the
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PCPDTBT:PC71BM solar cell improved from 2.8% to 5.5% by using alkane dithiols as processing
additive solvents. They reported that this was due to the more beneficial active layer morphology
and since then, processing solvent additives have been widely used in the nanoscale morphological
modification [95, 96, 97]. Lee et al[91], proposed two criteria for choosing the processing solvent ad-
ditive in optimizing the nanomorphology of the BHJ active layer: one is that the polymer and the
fullerene derivative should show selective solubility in the solvent additive; the other is the boiling
point of the solvent additive, which should be higher than that of the host solvent. On an investi-
gation using regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) [98, 99, 100] showed that the deposition
conditions had a strong impact on the ordering of the polymer. For instance, in P3HT:PCBM blend
active layer the crystallization of the P3HT phase can be inhibited by the clustering of fullerene
in the blend annealing. This effect could be avoided by using a high boiling point solvent additive
with selective solubility for fullerene, thereby allowing increased crystallinity of the P3HT without
disruption by fullerene during thermal treatment[98, 101]. Looking at the active layer based on
P3HT:PC61BM, it was observed that the processing solvent additive 1, 8-diiodooctane, delayed
the duration of drying process of the film which gave P3HT more time to crystallize. Likewise,
the processing solvent additive was found to improve the morphology of the active layer based on
PCPDTBT:PC71BM via improving the aggregation of the polymer[102].
Polymer-fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells which contain blends of poly(3-hexylthiophene-
2,5-diyl) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester have been widely studied. Various studies
have shown high power conversion efficiencies and well-defined nano-morphology [103, 104]. Clearly,
the performance of these devices is critically dependent on the morphology of the donor and accep-
tor blend active layer. In our study, we created different types of morphologies in the P3HT:PCBM
active layer by exploiting tree different processing solvent additives with different boiling points.
The reference blend was P3HT and PCBM which was dissolved in chloroform (CF) host solvent.
Solvent additives such as 1, 8-diiodooctane (DIO), 1-chloronaphthalene (CN), and dimethyl sul-
foxide (DMSO) were used separately for different device preparations. The boiling points of the
additives are 168◦C(DIO), 250◦C (CN) and 189◦C (DMSO), respectively. These boiling points are
higher than the host solvent CF (61.2◦C) which ensures that there will be increase in nanoscale
phase separation. However, the mechanism of interactions of the host solvent with DIO, CN and
DMSO in the photoactive medium and its effectiveness on device stability remained unclear. An
investigation of the relation between device performances and different morphologies as well as the
charge transport properties of the device and the influence of additives are presented in the section
below.
5.2 Material and Methods
The materials used in the preparation of bulk heterojunction devices were obtained from vari-
ous chemical suppliers. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS),
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poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl), [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester and ITO coated glas
substrate were purchased from Oscilla Ltd and used without further purification. Isopropanol,
acetone, chloroform (CF), 1,8-diiodooctane, 1-chloronaphthalene and dimethyl sulfoxide were pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. The solution of the photoactive layer composed
of P3HT and PCBM blend at 1:1 ratio by weight was prepared in chloroform solvent at the con-
centration of 20 mg/ml. Four types of solutions were prepared; one without additive and three
others with additives such as DIO, CN and DMSO, respectively. The DIO and CN were used 3%
by volume with CF host solvent, however, we used 1% and 10% DMSO with respect CF.
The organic solar cell were fabricated using ITO coated glass substrate (30 cm × 30 cm)
which were partially etched using acid solution containing HCl:H2O:NHO3. The substrates were
then cleaned by ultrasonic bath using deionized water, acetone and isopropanol sequentially for
10 minutes. The substrates were then dried in an open oven at 120◦C for 10 minutes holding
time. The hole transport layer PEDOT:PSS were spin coated on each substrate at 3500rpm and
followed by annealing in Nitrogen (N2) atmosphere at 120
◦C for 10 minutes. This buffer layer
assures better hole mobility from the polymer to the ITO electrode. PEDOT:PSS also prevents
any possible short circuiting due to the ITO spikes and pin holes. The photoactive layers were spin
coated from the solution at 1200rpm on top of the PEDOT:PSS layer. After holding the samples
for nearly 5 minutes at 70◦C in the furnace, they were immediately transferred into a vacuum
deposition chamber for the counter electrode deposition. Once the vacuum pressure reached the
lowest possible value (≈ 2 × 10−6mbar) then lithium ferrite (LiF) and aluminium (Al) electrodes
were deposited sequentially at 0.4nm and 50nm thickness, respectively. The active region of the
diodes formed by the deposition mask ranged between 0.03 cm2 and 0.05cm2. Optical absorption
of the films were measured using double beam UV/VIS spectrophotometer (Model: UV-1601).
The electrical properties of the devices were taken using computer interfaced Keithley HP2400
source-meter both under illumination and dark condition. The solar simulator (model SS50AAA)
and AM1.5 was used operating at an integrated power intensity of 100mW/cm2. To investigate
the variation of in-plane morphology induced by solvent mixing the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) (Zeiss crossbeam series with Gemini FESEM) was used.
5.3 Solar cell parameters
The behavior of a solar cell resembles very much like a simple diode whose current can be described
by a simple diode equations. The properties of a solar cell can be modeled in terms of an equivalent
circuit containing a rectifying diode as depicted in Fig 5.1. The most common equivalent electrical
circuits used to model OTFSCs are the one-diode model (ODM) or two-diode model (TDM)
[66, 67, 68, 69]. These models have been used to describe most inorganic p-n junction solar cells
which can equally be applied to the organic counter part [70]. The current output from a solar cell













where Js and Jph are the reverse saturation current and the photo-generated current densities,
respectively. q is the elementary charge, V is the applied voltage, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T is the temperature. Under dark conditions, the cell can be thought of as a current source where











With this basic diode equation, the important parameters of the solar cell were evaluated. The
Figure 5.1: Equivalent circuit diagram of ideal solar cells [65].











where Pin is the light power incident on the device generated when solar simulators are used,
Pout is the maximum extractable power by the solar cell. The rest of the parameters, used in the






The short-circuit current density (Jsc) and open-circuit voltage (Voc) can be measured directly from
the J-V curve. A short-circuit current density is the current that flows through an illuminated solar
cell when the voltage across the solar cell is zero, i.e. when the electrodes of the device are directly
connected together. It is the largest current that the cell is able to produce. The open-circuit
voltage is the largest possible voltage across the cell under sunlight when no current is flowing.
In order to maximize the PCE of the cell, all the physical parameters mentioned above need to
be maximized. This issue has been addressed by several publications which show that, Jsc can be
affected by light absorption, charge recombination and charge collection by electrodes. Similarly,
the value of Voc can be determined by the energy levels mismatch of the materials, recombination
and current leakage while the FF can be affected by internal resistance of the cell, electrodes charge
collection, and recombination[68, 70].
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5.3.1 Space Charge limited current
The space charge limited current provides information about field dependant charge transport
properties in the medium in the absence of photon induced generation of charges. The measured
dark current carries all the necessary information about the nature of the charge transport in the
device. Figures. 5.2 shows typical characteristics of the dark currents taken from the diode of a
sample in the logarithm scale with their respective regions. Region S1 is the ohmic regime at
lower voltage where the current is proportional to the electric field (J ∝V), while Region S2 is
the nonohmic regime where the current is in the exponential form (J ∝ expqV/kT . As the voltage
increases, the charges tend to move towards the region (S3) betweem the electrodes and the electric
field. This region S3 is named space charge limited current (SCLC) regime where the current is
proportional to the square of the electric field (J ∝ V 2). The shape of the J−V characteristics

















































Figure 5.2: J vs V graph of organic thin film based solar cell under dark conditions.
is nonlinear curve which is based on the fact it clearly gives us the typical diode knees at various
applied voltages and represent the different transport phenomena in any semiconductor device.
However, it should be noted that in a semiconductor, there is a background concentration of
charges N0 due to thermal excitation as well as impurities. As a result, when the injected carrier
density Ni is much lower than N0 at very low voltages, then the current obeys Ohm’s law where





where e is the electronic charge, µ is the carrier mobility, V is the voltage drop across the sample
and L is the active layer thickness. As the applied voltage increases more charges are injected
from the the electrodes and the current in the device sharply increased. This current region is
called injection limited current and the current grew exponentially with applied voltage. Finally,
at high applied voltage the current in the device slowly reaches maximum at slower rate. This
region is called space charge limited current (SCLC) which is limited by the maximum amount of
charge available in the medium. Therefore, the maximum current that can flow through a trap-free










where ε is the relative dielectric permittivity of the material, ε0 is the permittivity of free space.
However, the relationship between charge mobility and electric field (E = V/L) in highly field-
dependent semiconductor is given by Poole-Frenkel equation described as;
µ = µ0 exp(γ
√
E) (5.7)
where µ0 is the low-field mobility and γ is an empirically determined field activation factor. Sub-










5.4 Results and Discussion
In this section, we discussed the results of the optical and electrical properties as well as the mor-
phology of the fabricated P3HT:PCBM organic thin film solar cell. Bulk heterojunction organic
thin film solar cell with the chemical solvent additives of DIO, CN and DMSO were fabricated
under ambient laboratory conditions where the samples were prepared and tested in an open lab-
oratory atmosphere. A sandwich type device structure consisting of a sequence of layers such as
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al was employed. The samples were prepared under differ-
ent conditions of P3HT:PCBM solution; namely with and without processing solvent additives.


























Figure 5.3: Optical absorption spectra of four different organic active layers of P3HT:PCBM blend
fabricated with and without different solvent additive.
The optical absorption properties of P3HT:PCBM blend film with and without additives are
studied and presented in this section. Figure. 5.3 shows the optical absorption spectra of the four
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different P3HT:PCBM blend prepared without additive and with DIO, CN and DMSO processing
solvent additives. The absorption spectra reflect the influence of processing solvent on the perfor-
mance of the device and the morphology of the active layer with a significant changes being seen
with the device prepared with DIO. From this spectra, it was noted that, the devices prepared
without and with DIO and CN have the absorption bands extending over the range of 420-650
nm, while the one prepared with DMSO is completely flat over the same range. However, It can
be seen that the device containing DIO exhibited the highest absorption coefficient whose peak
absorbance is concentrated within 520-620 nm and the one with DMSO exhibited the lowest ab-
sorption coefficient, while the other two devices have apparently lower absorption coefficient but
similar characteristics over the same range of wavelength. The stronger absorption observed in
the device containing DIO solvent additive could be attributed to the more ordered structure of
P3HT, which could contributed to the Jsc enhancement. Zero absorption observed in the device
prepared with DMSO could be due to the fact that, DMSO processing solvent additive reduced
the drying time of the wet film during spin coating which the polymer did not have enough time
to crystallize. Clearly, this observation gives an idea on the best region of wavelength to compute
the energy band gap of the device which is a very important factor in semiconductors.
5.4.2 Electrical properties of the devices
This section discusses in detail the current-voltage characteristics of the OTFSC blend fabricated
without additive and from DIO, CN and DMSO procesing solvent additives under illumination
and dark conditions in an open atmosphere laboratory. It starts with the P3HT:PCBM blend
spin coated from CF without additive and followed by the blend with different processing solvent
additives.
P3HT:PCBM without additive solvent
Table 5.1: Photovoltaic parameters of best performed diodes of organic thin film solar cell devices
based on the blend of P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared without additive.
Diodes Voc Jsc FF PCE Rs
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (ohms)
d1 0.578 7.830 40.08 1.813 601.96
d2 0.583 7.237 36.13 1.523 751.11
d3 0.572 7.613 43.27 1.884 442.87
d4 0.563 7.507 45.45 1.920 418.40
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Figure 5.4: J-V characteristics of organic thin film solar cell devices based on the blend of
P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared without additive under illumination and dark conditions.
The reference sample in this study was prepared from the solution containing P3HT:PCBM
blend in host chloroform solvent without any processing additives. The solution was sonicated for
3 hours before use. The photoactive layer was then spin coated on top of PEDOT:PSS coated
substrate at 1200rpm. The current-voltage characteristics given in Figure 1.1 clearly shows the
nonlinear nature of the current output. The J-V curve taken under illumination shows the power
output of the device as expressed by the large fill factor in the fourth quadrant. The measured
parameters of the diodes are given in Table 5.1. The value of PCE is obviously lower than that
found in literature though prepared in similar laboratory environment[107]. This low PCE results
could be due to the poor miscibility of the blend within the active layer. Moreover, the measured
fill factor is reasonably good under the preparation condition, however, the observed high series
resistance of the devices seriously affect the shape of the J−V curves under illumination as reported
in Figure 5.4. The open circuit voltage (Voc) and short circuit current (Jsc) measured under
illumination are comparable with the data reported in literatures. The space charge limiting
current were found to be similar for all the diodes as reported in the bottom right hand panel of
Figure 5.4. This suggest the good quality of the sample and an indication for good uniformity of
active layer.
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P3HT:PCBM with 3% DIO
For performance improvement and optimization of the nanomorphology of the active layer purpose,
3% DIO by volume processing solvent additive was added into the reference blend solution based.
The solution was then sonicated for three hours to allow homogeneity and inter-dispersion of the
molecules. Afterwards, the same standard device preparation procedure described earlier was used
in the device fabrication process. After sonication the photoactive layer was coated on PEDOT:PSS
coated substrate at 1200rpm. As the result, the measured current-voltage characteristics of the
devices indicated that the short circuit current (Jsc) decreases significantly as we move from one
diode to another as it can be seen from Table. 5.2. The decreasing tendency of the Jsc could be
attributed to the light exposure time of the diodes, that is why we observed highest Jsc from diodes
measured earlier than those measured latterly. Similarly, the open circuit voltage (Voc)) as well
as the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the device exhibited an average value of 0.47 V and
2.77% respectively for all the diodes. However, this value of Voc) is a bit low compare to the value
obtained in the device without additive (from 0.57 to 0.47). This situation was also noted in other
studies, and it was attributed to the fact that polymer domains were more ordered in the active
layers after the addition of DIO[94, 97]. In contrast, the performance of the device has improved by
adding DIO into the blend based device, which result in to an increase in Jsc, in FF and in PCE.
It was observed that, the enhancement in the FF positively affect the shape of the J−V curves
showing in the top panel of Figure 5.5 under illumination conditions. The fill factor enhancement
could be due to the more percolated networks for carrier transport in the active layer. The bottom
panel of Figure 5.5 displays the dark currents of the devices.
Table 5.2: Photovoltaic parameters of best performed diodes of organic thin film solar cell devices
based on the blend of P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with DIO processing solvent additive.
Diodes Voc Jsc FF PCE Rs
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (ohms)
d1 0.469 11.359 50.624 2.699 104.670
d2 0.471 11.190 51.422 2.709 95.074
d3 0.469 10.410 56.117 2.741 207.363
d4 0.469 10.409 55.980 2.735 59.302
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Figure 5.5: J-V characteristics of organic thin film solar cell devices based on the blend of
P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with DIO under illumination (top) and dark conditions (bot-
tom).
Table 5.3: Photovoltaic parameters of best performed diodes of organic thin film solar cell devices
based on the blend of P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with CN processing solvent additive.
Diodes Voc Jsc FF PCE Rs
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (ohms)
d1 0.541 6.874 51.360 1.909 536
d2 0.549 10.701 48.586 2.859 671
d3 0.548 8.420 54.940 2.535 877
d4 0.537 8.540 44.667 2.046 699
d5 0.539 5.762 52.656 1.637 763
P3HT:PCBM with 3% CN
The third set of samples was also prepared following the same procedure described in the reference
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Figure 5.6: J-V characteristics of organic thin film solar cell devices based on the blend of
P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with CN under illumination and dark conditions.
type of morphology of the device and to be able to study the impact of this particular additive on
the device. The J−V characteristics depicted in Figs. 5.6 were taken under illumination and dark
conditions on the samples prepared from CN solvent. As a result, we found a significant drop on
the short circuit current as compare to the device with DIO discussed above. The differences can
clearly be seen in Table. 5.3. We also noted an average PCE value of 2.2% and a FF of 50.7%
which are respectively lower than those reported in the device prepared with DIO. This could
be attributed to the higher boiling point of CN (250◦C) which results to moderate morphology
formation of the polymers molecules.
P3HT:PCBM with 1% DMSO
Figure. 5.7 shows the J−V characteristics of the OTFSC with blends prepared by diluting P3HT:PCBM
solution with the host solvent CF and with 1v% DMSO under illumination and dark conditions.
The devices performed poorly compare to all other devices discussed above. This result is surpris-
ing because DMSO has been used as processing additive moreover, it satisfies the requirements of
processing additives: nonreacting materials with either the polymer and fullerene; selective solubil-
ity of one of the components and; higher boiling point than the host solvent. This apalling results
could be attributed by the fact that, DMSO is the “secondary dopant” which is usually used as
anodic buffer layers mainly to enhance conductivity of solar cells[108]. In our case, it was directly
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Figure 5.7: J-V characteristics of organic thin film solar cell devices based on the blend of
P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with DMSO under illumination and dark conditions.
Table 5.4: Photovoltaic parameters of best performed diodes of organic thin film solar cell devices
based on the blend of P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with DMSO processing solvent additive.
Diodes Voc Jsc FF PCE Rs
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (ohms)
d1 0.662 0.0350 13.752 0.0032 68981
d2 0.579 0.0302 16.389 0.0029 121271
d3 0.612 0.0356 15.019 0.0033 213740
d4 0.582 0.0345 15.282 0.0031 123135
d5 0.663 0.0388 14.244 0.0037 89168
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Figure 5.8: J-V characteristics of the four different organic thin film solar cell devices based on
blended active layer of P3HT:PCBM prepared with different organic solvent mixture.
5.4.3 Comparison on the effect of various additives on performance of
OTFSC
The J-V characteristics of four types of OTFSC based on blended active layer of P3HT:PCBM un-
der illumination are shown in Fig 5.8. Likewise, the photovoltaic average performance parameters
of the four different OTFSC devices are summarised in Table 5.5. From the summarised data, we
noted that the OTFSC prepared without additive shows a PCE of 1.8%, while the one prepared
with DIO and CN show respectively a PCE of 2.7% and 2.2%. These enhancements in PCE after
adding DIO and CN were mostly contributed by the improved photocurrent and FF. Consequently,
more advantageous nanomorphology of the device could be presumed in the SEM measurements.
However, the device prepared using DMSO processing solvent additive exhibited poor Jsc and FF
leading to a lowest PCE. These could be mainly due to the poor miscibility between P3HT and
PCBM after adding DMSO, which resulted in a heterogeneous phase separation in the active layer.
The open circuit voltages of the OTFSC are comparable. The DIO based cell exhibited the lowest
Voc=0.47V and the DMSO based cell the highest Voc=0.62V. The device without additive and that
with CN have their value in between; at Voc=0.55V and Voc=0.57V respectively. This observation
could be related to the increased degree of orderliness of the molecules in polymer phase [109] or
it could also be resulting from recombination of charge carriers. Finally, the best FF is observed
in the device prepared with DIO (55.55%) whereas, the lowest is observed in the device prepared
with DMSO (14.93%). The fill factor of the devices made with CN and without additive fall in
between at (50.74%) and (41.75%). These differences in FF significantly impact the shapes of the
J-V curves shows in Fig 5.8 with the best be the one prepared with DIO and the one prepared
with DMSO has a dark current shape.
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Table 5.5: Photovoltaic parameters of the four different organic thin film solar cell devices based
on the blend of P3HT:PCBM active layer prepared with different organic solvent mixture.
P3HT:PCBM Voc Jsc FF PCE Rs
(V) (mA/cm2) (%) (%) (ohms)
CF with DIO (3v%) 0.468 10.655 54.758 2.729 128
CF with CN (3v%) 0.546 8.058 50.438 2.200 709
CF without additive 0.571 7.564 41.754 1.805 568
CF with DMSO (1v%) 0.619 0.0346 14.937 0.003 40792
5.4.4 Charge transport properties on solvent mixtures
In this section, we discuss the charge transport properties of the photoactive layers composed
of P3HT:PCBM with and without processing additives. The transport parameters often derived
from the space charge limited current measured under dark condition. The measured space charge
limited currents were fitted with equation (5.8) which resulted from Mott-Gurney’s law. We
employed field-dependent mobility (FDM) equation to describe the transport in defect free medium.
The relative permittivity was taken to be ε = 3 which is within the range of (3-5) for many polymers
and the active layer thickness in this experiments was L = 120nm. The space charge current data
taken from the OTFSCs prepared under the four conditions were compared with the current density
equation of Eq. (5.8). The results displayed in Figure 5.9 show a summary of all the cases studied
for the transport properties of the space charge limited current. This demonstrated, that, the trap
free space charge limited theory agreed very well with the data. In this figure, the experimental
data is represented by squares while the theoretical fits are represented by solids lines in accordance
to Eq. (5.8). The average value of the zero field mobility and the field activation factor derived
from those fits are tabulated in Table 5.6. There was clear evidence that the hole mobility obtained
in DIO based device is better than the one of CN based device as well as the one without additive.
However, their respective average values are in the range of the good mobility obtained so far in
literatures with the highest value of 0.1 cm2V −1s−1[110, 111]. The DMSO based device has a very
low mobility compared to others, which contributed to the poor performance of the device. In fact,
we noted that, there was a significant increase in hole mobility in DIO based device than the one
with CN. This improvement in hole mobility could be attributed to the fact that DIO performs
better as solvent for PCBM rather than for P3HT, which makes P3HT to neatly arrange itself
into ordered domains, at the same time PCBM remains in the solution for a longer period there
by avoiding excessive aggregation [91, 112]. Therefore, the higher hole mobility results from the
high ordering of molecular structure. Furthermore, we noted that the mobility of the blend with
CN based device increased compared to the device without additive. This could be attributed
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to the fact that CN helps the distribution of PCBM into P3HT and allows a longer time for
P3HT molecules to self-stack into highly ordered structure which enables high hole mobility and
consequently a better fill factor.





















Figure 5.9: J vs V graph for a hole only diode of P3HT:PCBM prepared without and with solvent
additives of OTFSC. The solid lines are computer fits according to Eq. (5.8) occuring at high
foward biases, while the black squares are experimental data.
Table 5.6: Summary of the transport parameters.
P3HT:PCBM µ0 γ
(cm2V−1s−1) (cmV−1/2)
CF without additive 1.83×10−5 1.56×10−2
CF with DIO (3v%) 1.65×10−4 -1.35×10−2
CF with CN (3v%) 2.40×10−5 2.07×10−2
CF with DMSO (1v%) 3.14×10−9 1.88 ×10−1
5.5 Surface Morphologies of the Photoactive layers
The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to characterize the surface morphology of the
photoactive films produced by spin coating on the glass substrate of each device. Further informa-
tion on the evolution of morphology resulting from the effect of additives on P3HT:PCBM OTFSC
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active layer was also investigated. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) was conducted
on the SEM images to find out the contents of the different features of the surface. The images
reported in Figure 5.10 show a certain pattern involving the polymer chain and the distribution
of PCBM and the EDX data taken from the islands of those samples indicate that, the lighter
spots are rich in P3HT, while the darker spots are rich in PCBM. SEM image (Figure 5.10: top)
of the P3HT:PCBM film prepared without additive, shows similar nanostructures with very little
white spots at the surface of the film, this could be due to the weak inter-mixing of donors and
acceptors at the molecular level. On the contrary, the film prepared with DIO (Figure 5.10: a)
solvent additive shows homogeneous phase separation and interconnected regions between P3HT
and PCBM components. It appears that the phase segregation between P3HT and PCBM do-
mains in the film containing DIO processing solvent additive leads to much finer phase separation
between the two materials without large aggregates of PCBM or P3HT. This small-scale phase
separation which could be in the order the exciton diffusion length contributed to the large Jsc
value obtained for this device. In contrast, the film containing CN (Figure 5.10: b) additive is
quite poor and exhibited large-scale phase separated morphology where only a small fraction of the
photo-generated excitons could diffuse to reach a P3HT:PCBM interface. This large-scale phase
separated morphology could be attributed to the low Jsc observed on film surface. SEM image of
the P3HT:PCBM film prepared with DMSO solvent additive, show heterogeneous nanostructures
with formation of clusters at the surface of the film. The poor phase separation and formation of
clusters as indicated (Figure 5.10: c) unfavors the creation of donors and acceptors at the interface,
which resulted in to a poor performing device. The surface morphology confirmed the existence
of the interpenetrating network of P3HT and PCBM in the photoactive layer. Such a network is
suitable for the creation of the interfaces between the donor and acceptor, which could facilitate






Figure 5.10: Scanning electron microscopy images of P3HT:PCBM blend films OTFSC spin coated





Within the computational part of our research endeavour we studied a model blend of linear and
cyclic polymers by means of extensive molecular dynamics computer simulations. For blends of
linear and cyclic polymers, results from recent experiment using polystyrene polymer [12] provided
evidence on the enrichment of linear chains at the surface, contradicting the once accepted con-
clusion from theory using Self-consistent Gaussian Field Theory [42] that cyclic polymers should
be in excess at the surface independently of the molecular weight of the polymers. We found that
the composition of linear polymers is in excess at the interface compared to cyclic polymers for
short-chain lengths in agreement with experiment. Furthermore, increasing the molecular weight
of the polymer chains ultimately results in the enrichment of cyclic chains at the surface agreeing
with theory for the long chain limit. For the case of polymers with polystyrene chemistry, we
predict a transition from linear chains enriching the surface to cyclic chains enriching the surface
at a molecular weight in the range of 6000 to 10, 000 g/mol.
We have explained the role of enthalpic and entropic factors in determining which of the two
chain architectures enrich the surface at a given molecular weight. Our results demonstrate clearly
that since cyclic polymers are way less flexible than linear polymers at small degrees of poly-
merization, they pack less efficiently and achieve a less than optimal number of pair interactions
among their beads, which prevents them from decreasing their energy content as efficiently as linear
polymers at the interface. We found the evident reason for this property in the severe constraint
imposed on the flexibility of cyclic polymers by the loop topology when their chain length is small.
In summary, for short chains linear polymers can achieve a lower interfacial free energy than cyclic
polymers because they achieve a better minimization of their surface energy than cyclic chains and
they maximize their entropy by exposing their chain-ends to the surface. Our conclusion in this
regime is that linear enhancement at the interface is the result of an entropy-mediated process,
where also the enthalpy is playing an important role.
In the long chain regime, we found that the loop constraint becomes less important in un-
dermining the flexibility of polymer chains. Cyclic polymers are now likely to achieve a lower
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interfacial free energy than linear polymers because they possess an higher conformational entropy
since their surface energy becomes similar to the one of linear polymers. Our conclusion in this
case is that the enhancement of the composition of cyclic polymers at the interface emerges as a
genuine entropic process, where once again the loop topology of cyclic chains plays a major role
since it prevents them from folding at the interface as efficiently as linear chains.
Besides the general interest of our findings within the field of polymer science, surface science,
biomaterials, and surface chemistry, we also believe that our study is relevant for biological systems
where the intrinsic topological constraints of cyclic polymers, including non-knotting and non-
concatenation, are present in chromatin polymer models [23, 24]. These models apply physics-
based approaches that highlight the importance of entropy for understanding nuclear organization,
ultimately consisting in the packaging of a long linear polymer such as DNA into the highly crowded
structure known as chromatin [113].
In the experimental work, organic thin film solar cells with and without processing solvent
additives have been fabricated and characterized under ambient laboratory atmosphere. The per-
formance of the device produced without solvent additive was comparable with solar cells produced
under the same condition in the literatures. We have employed here three types of solvent additives
DIO, CN and DMSO in chloroform based host solvent in order to be able to compare the miscibility
of the P3HT:PCBM blend. According to the electrical measurements taken from the devices the
performance of the film mixed with DIO solvent outperforms all other variety of solvent additives.
We have recorded device parameters as high as Jsc = 11 mA/cm
2, Voc = 0.47V , FF = 60%
and PCE = 2.8% which are far better than those devices without solvent additive. These results
indicated that the power conversion efficiency has grown by 55% and the fill factor by 32% by
using only 3% DIO solvent additive in P3HT:PCBM blend. The second best performing thin film
organic solar cell was those devices whose active layer were mixed with 1-chloronaphthalene (CN)
solvent additive. In this case, the power conversion efficiency rose to 2.2% which shows nearly a
22% growth. However, we found very low performance from those devices based on DMSO solvent
additives. All the device parameters measured from DMSO based active layer were found to be
well below the devices without solvent additive (reference sample).
The films morphologies were also investigated using SEM images taken from DIO, CN and
DMSO additives based devices. We found stróıéng correlation between the uniformity of the film
with that of device performance. According the SEM images given in the thesis the film with DIO
additive appeared to be very smooth compared to all other devices prepared in this investigation.
This can be translated to the fact that the chloroform:DIO solvent could have favored the formation
of good interpenetrating network which could facilitate the charge transport across the film. In
fact, the space charge limited current investigated in this work compliment the same conclusion
which confirms that DIO based devices have the highest charge mobility than all other devices.
The relative higher boiling point of the processing solvent of CN (250◦C) than the DIO (168◦C)
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could have caused slow crystallization process of P3HT polymer which presumably influence the
nanomorphology of the film. More investigations are need using other spectroscopy methods to
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